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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This report is the result of nearly thirty months
of activity directed toward the design and implementa-
tion of a data system for a new institution of higher
education. A few words about the nature of this report
seem appropriate.

This report contains certain ideas on the mainte-
nance and exploitation of data inventories. It

does not contain a massive inventory of data
germain to educational administration. Such
inventories are available and many are of
excellent quality and detail.

The advantages and disadvantages of the use of
codes in place of natural data are discussed,
and certain conclusions regarding their use are
contained in this report.

Although programing considerations have been
held in mind throughout, and the advantages
and disadvantages of general purpose programs
are discussed, this report does not contain a
collection of computer programs.

This report argues for the use of programing
languages which have grown in use and power
over the years and which offer the greatest
prospects for survival. This report does not
present a new "educationally oriented" pro-
graming language, primarily because the authors
feel that such special purpose languages con-
stitute a poor investment.

A general concept for storage and retrieval,
which we believe has practical application for
computer installations of a relatively modest
scale, is presented in this report.

The purpose of this report is manifold. It is
hoped that the discussion of the nature and complexity
of a "total" system will emphasize the need for careful
planning--to educational administrators and data pro-
cessing technicians alike; that the discussion of the
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complexity of the system and attendant high costs of
implementation may cause the exercise of restraint in
the implementation of over-ambitious and under-
supported programs; and that sufficient idea content
is present to provide food for thought for experienced
systems personnel.

There are no new, wholly revolutionary, ideas in
this report. Rather, they are the synthesis of many
attitudes, ideas, and experiences in institutional data
processing obtained through discussions with educa-
tional administrators and data processing technicians,
as well as the literature.

This report is the outgrowth of many studies and
insights relating to information systems in higher
education. Of the many significant contributions made
to this report, those which are most deeply appreciated
address the higher education environment (William H.
Cowley, Professor of Higher Education, Stanford Univer-
sity, in his Random Writings 3 volumes) and the scope
of the information system problem (Rev. R. J. Henle,
Vice-President, St. Louis University, and others, in
the report To Devise and Test Simplified Adekule
S stems of Miiiirin and Re ortin Financial Manpower,
ac t es Researc and Other Activities in o e es

an niers ties Important insights on what to o
(and what not to do) were obtained from systems imple-
mentors, among whom James Blakesley, Purdue University;
Charles Clark, California State College: Los Angeles;
James Farmer, San Fernando Valley State College;
George Hackney, California State College: Long Beach;
William Mason, San Francisco State College; Theodore
Syrgley, Florida Atlantic University; and Calvin
Wright, Office of the Chancellor, The California State
Colleges; were most imaginative and helpful. Other
valuable assistance on current state-of-the-art
machine processing methods was obtained from technical
personnel with whom the project staff came in contact
during the course of this study: primarily, systems
analysts with General Electric Corporation, Interna-
tional Business Machines Corporation, Matrix Corpora-
tion, Radio Corporation of America, and many of the
California State Colleges not mentioned above.

The most significant direct contribution to this
report was that of Irene Okuda, Senior Stenographer,
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of the project staff, California State College,
Dominguez Hills. Without her diligence and attention
to detail, the many ideas and examples contained
here would not have been effectively assembled.
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INTRODUCTION

The California State College, Dominguez Hills,
was established by statute in 1960, as South Bay State
College. In 1962, Dr. Leo F. Cain was appointed
President of the College and initial members of the
planning staff were selected. In the Fall of 1965,
the College began operation in temporary quarters on
the Palos Verdes Peninsula, and in September of 1966
it was relocated to Dominguez Hills, to another tempo-
rary facility located next to its permanent site.

During the three years from the inception of the
planning staff to the commencement of operations, a
thirty-five year Master Plan for curricular and physi-
cal development was drawn. A planning figure of
20,000 FTE students, in the year 2002, is the basis
for the planning thus far accomplished.

During the early days of the planning activity,
the staff turned its attention to the definition of the
management information which would be vital to the
coordination of curricular planning and growth, campus
development, and the effective allocation of the insti-
tution's resources. The staff recognized many sig-
nificant advances in the use of computers in the admin-
istration of institutions of higher education, but it
noted that the more significant systems appeared to be
segmented so as to accommodate only limited aspects
of planning and administration.

In the Spring of 1964, a proposal entitled "A
Communications System for Higher Education," initiated
by M. Milo Milfs, Dean of Students, was submitted to
the U. S. Office of Education and subsequently approved
as Project E-034. The proposal and the resultant
research, planning, and design activity was undertaken
with the full support and participation of the plan-
ning staff, which continues to address itself to the
long-range objective of the development of the infor-
mation system described herein.
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The Problem

In recent years the population explosion has made
a tremendous impact on institutions of higher educa-
tion. A greater responsibility for providing college
and university educations to the youth of the nation
1 r2 Seen accepted by federal, state, and local govern-
m:t.i.4, as well as private institutions and organiza-
tions. In the main, this growth has resulted in the
rapid expansion of construction programs and the re-
cruitment of increasing numbers of faculty and support
personnel. At the same time, more institutions have
sought to find ways to icprove the utilization of plant
and personnel, so that a high level of operating effec-
tiveness would be obtained through the wise allocation
of institutional resources.

A concurrent dimension to the problem of growth
in higher education has been an increase in the number
of technologies and curricula which are properly a part
of higher education. New disciplines such as bionics,
computing, and telecommunications have begun to appear,
and entire new categories of facilities and faculty
have been required to satisfy the needs of these
disciplines.

In many instances institutional management, or
the lack of it, has met the impact of growth by impro-
visation and the result has been relatively unplanned
construction-modernization-modification programs which
have left college campuses and catalogs in states of
disarray. Recently, many institutions have embarked
upon major catalog revisions in order to alleviate the
problems which resulted from the rapid proliferation of
curricula. It goes without saying that it is somewhat
more difficult to clean up a campus cluttered with the
results of hastily planned construction.

It is not our intention to devote this report to
a discussion of decision making practices or philss-
ophies, but in order to properly discuss an information
system it has become necessary to make certain assump-
tions with respect to management practice as follows:

1. That management (or administration) is deci-
sion making in and of itself. (49, 57)
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2. That regardless of the methods used in deci-
sion making processes (arbitrary action,
committee deliberation, or staff recommen-
dation with review procedures), the decision
making process consists of the selection of
that alternative which offers the greatest
probability of the attainment of a desirable
outcome. (53, 46, 48)

3. That decisions which are based upon informa-
tion which is routinely collected and report-
ed are frequently programed to the extent
that the decision making process begins to
resemble a clerical function. (51)

4. That decisions which are of a "one of a kind"
variety are frequently made on the basis of a

non-economic (wholly subjective) utility
scale. (53)

5. That the availability of meaniAful informa-
tion (when brought to bear on the unique
decision) tends to cause a more economically
utilitarian decision to be made. (51, 27)

Both Simon and Luce treat the decision making
process with respect to economic utility, Simon from
the standpoint of Heuristic problem solving using
models and man-machine systems, and Luce from the
standpoint of subjective expected utility theories
wherein the decision making must subjectively arrive
at a utility value based upon a subjective or intuitive
feeling of the probabilities of outcome. Obviously,
the greater the availability of pertinent information,
the greater the tendency on the part of the decision
maker to adopt a systematic (objective) decision making
procedure. (51, 53)

One of the peculiarities of the current growth
situation in higher education is that historical data
provide insufficient insight into future developments.
The order of things is such that traditional informa-
tion systems which define the scope and nature of
operations no longer serve as an adequate guide in
making unprogramed decisions. (14) The growth of
emphasis on graduate study, for example; was not in
evidence even twenty years ago. As a matter of fact,
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the State of California, with the largest and youngest
population in the nation, is even now involved in a
policy struggle concerning the offering of doctoral
programs in the state college system.*

Individuals involved in the study and development
of information systems argue that the data necessary
for the detection of changes in trends are always
available someplace within an organization. (21)
They also contend that these data are maintained in a
form which lends itself to analysis; i.e., these data
are of the type which lend themselves to quantitative
analysis. The problem, they will point out, is that a
significaEt portion of these data reside in files in
organizational components where they are neither
readily identifiable nor accessible to the individuals
who need them. Furthermore, these data are maintained
through systems designed for the convenience of the
immediate user, usually one responsible for programed
decisions, rather than the entire organization. (29,
32, 4E)

Organization and Management

It seems fair to say that the purpose of an
institution of higher education is manifest in its
implementors, the faculty, and that the decision making
effetiveness of the academic administration ranges
from salutary to strong, depending upon the adminis-
tration's ability to negotiate effectively with the
internal and external forces which are present. The
relative vigor of the administration will have a lesser
affect on its role than will the quality and quantity
of the information which it may bring to bear on the
problem under consideration, as the element of uncer-
tainty of outcome diminishes with an increase in
resource information. (53, 36)

*The Master Plan for Higher Education in
CalifortiTiTUOTAIUTiT960, authorized the California
State Colleges to offer the doctoral degree jointly
with the University of California. As recently as
June, 1967, only one doctoral program had been approved
and implemented. (8)
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The primary activities of an institution of
higher education my be defined in the broad cate-
gories of teaching, research, and public service.*
Administration, including the planning, budgeting, and
hodsekeeping functions, may then be viewed as support-
ing services which permit the primary activities to be
accomplished.** However, unless performance in admin-
istrative or support services materially affects the
primary activities of the institution, it is reasonably
safe to say that the same "governing" rules apply to
these services as to the primary activities. (23)
Some of the traditions in higher education which tend
to retard the development and implementation of the
integrated information systems which would afford in-
stitutional planners effective bases for major deci-
sions are related to governance and policy formulation,
personnel selection, and academic freedom phenomena.

governance and Policy Formulation.--At the risk
of overgeneralization, governance and policy formula-
tion are most commonly accomplished through the consul-
tative process wherein leading members of the affected
groups (usually through committees) develop, defend,
discuss, and debate the issue at hand at increasingly
higher levels, until the appropriate level for reso-
lution is attained. (15)

*The report To Devise and Test Sim lified Ade-
uate S stems of and Re orfin- Financial ,

alual211, ac ties, Research, and It er ctivit es
in Coll6es and Univers ties, Rev. R. en e, S. J.,
et a ., discusses ten categories of activities of aca-
demic/academic-professional personnel as constituting
the full professional life within the university.
While this study suggests that the total effort or time
of the academic/academic-professional person is wholly
contained within these ten categories of activities, it
seems fair to say that the bulk of the time expended by
the majority of the professionals in the college or
iniversity is expended in the three activities named
above: teaching, research, and public service. (22,
18)

**The admissions process, because of its close
relationship to the primary activities, may be viewed
as an integral part of those activities.
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Once policy has been established, the responsi-
bility for the means of implementation becomes the
province of individuals traditionally afforded high
measures of autonomy. (15) Administrators, exer-
cising the same measure of autonomy over the methods
used by their staffs as are faculty members concerning
their teaching, examining, and research methods, will
only rarely be found to develop their data bases in
such a way as to interface with those of other units
of the institution, or control agencies, in order to
provide the broader base required for higher level
decision making.

Personnel Selection.--The consultative process,
when applied to the selection of personnel, frequently
results in "comfortable" appointments of personnel
lacking in the decisiveness which may be required.
(This, notwithstanding the fact that individuals so
selected offered the greatest appeal to the broadest
base of individuals representing orgclnizational pur-
pose.) (18) A common result of weak administrative
assignments is the predisposition toward avoidance of
conflict or disagreement with subordinate personnel as
well as other components of the organization. (4, 17)
Such a situation frequently leads to the making of
decisions, which significantly affect the total scope
of the institution, by individuals at the lower levels
of the hierarchy where the perception of organization-
al purpose is limited.*

Academic Freedom.--The freedom of the faculty
member to inquire, challenge, defend, and otherwise
express himself, within the realm of his professional
capability, is the very essence of institution 0
higher education. That this freedom permits and pos-
sibly even encourages irrational behavior is of

*In the collected papers of Mary Parker Follett
(Dynamic Administration) three methods of dealing with
conflict are presented: domination, compromise, and
integration. While we may assume that the typical
administrator strives for integration, it is probably
true that every administrator is constantly involved
in all three methods. Because of the possibility of
unhappy results, domination is something less than
desirable. P4cause the process of compromise requires
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relatively little social importance, for the individual
faculty member must a--ept the consequences of his
action. (18) However, when irrational tendencies are
allowed to invade the administration of an institution,
the institution itself becomes responsible for these
actions. (11) While it is desirable to introduce aca-
demically oriented individuals into administrative
assignments in a college or university (in order to
obtain communication, acceptance, and other working
harmonies) this course may inappropriately bring with
it a sense of personal autonomy which denies total
organizational purpose. (3, 14)

Another manifestation of academic freedom is the
deference accorded the individual on matters relating
to his field of specialization. As decisions concern-
ing the equipping of physics laboratories are made by
the physicists responsible for the program, so are
decisions regarding the form and content of student
records left to registrars (and clerical personnel sub-
ordinate to the registrars), and decisions regarding
the information collected on anplicants for admission
are made by the individuals rcponsible for processing
those applications. Similarly, the structure of the
institution's fiscal records is usually based upon the
expedients required by the institutionai business
management function. (7) It follows that the pro-
grams (relating to instruction, research, rind public
service) are expressed in differing terms in the
records of the administrative units responsible for
housekeeping and support services. (41) The opera-
tional data defining the many activities within the
academic departments do not, therefore, readily inter-
face with the information bases developed to serve the
institution's support functions. (22)

the giving up of one's own objectives, this resolution
is not especially desirable. Because a significant
additional effort is involved in obtaining both one's
own objectives and those of a conflicting interest
group, integration is frequently ignored in resolving
conflict. The less dynamic and less courageous
administrator, therefore, tends to avoid conflict
through maintaining isolation, maintaining a status quo
pos17ition, or ignoring the conflict should it develop.()



In summary, let us suggest that the academic
freedom vital to an institution of hioher education may
well lead to autonomy winin administrative units, and
that this autonomy may materially affect an institu-
tion's capability in the assembly of information which
is requisite to a decision making base.

Total System

McDonough and Garrett tell us to "beware of the
total system," as a hazardous qt!est for the ideal. (9,
29) In tide foregoing, we have touched upon some of
the organizational complexities which seem to preclude
the integration of the many information systems which
operate within an institution of higher education. If
we are to attempt to bring all of the information sys-
tems into a state where they provide management with
the resources which are necessary for effective deci-
sion making, then we are looking at a problem of
integration--the integration of the information re-
sources of the organization. This we will call a
"total system," with the understanding that the feature
which distinguishes this total system from the one
which now exists is the degree of integration of the
data base and the completeness of information exchange
which is afforded. In other words, a rapidly changing
environment now forces us to adopt systems of informa-
tion maintenance which will permit the fullest possible
information base to be available to the decision making
processes. (6, 35, 50)

What, then, should the characteristics of our
total information system be? Taking the position of
the systems analyst, who assumes that once the problem
of the user is defined he may proceed, on a technical
level, to develop all of the procedures and analyses
necessary to arrive at a resolution to that problem,
we venture that our system should have the following
properties: flexibility, responsiveness, diagnostic
capability, growth capability, and projective capa-
bility.

Flexible System.--By flexibility we mean here
that the same system which provides for the tradi-
tional or routine operational reports for the

8
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organization should have the potential for exploitation
in non-programed decision making activities. (50)
For example, let us suggest that a new program of
financial assistance for students whose family incomes
are less than $4,000 per annum is under discussion. Aflexible system, which routinely provides for the re-
porting of family financial data in respect to student
scholarship, grant-in-aid, loan, tuition deferrment,
and other student fiscal problems, must readily pro-
vide information on the significance of the proposed
financial aid program to the students attending the
institution.

Responsive System.--By responsive, we imply that
the information system should operate without undue
time lag; i.e., a capability for reaction to our "one
of a kind" retrieval requirements should not require a
massive effort where data collection, validation, and
analysis is necessary. (55) (This might mean that the
specific requirements of the decision maker may be so
stringent that the existing information base cannot
fully provide, but he may still obtain a response con-
taining a significant amount of meaningful information.)
For example, let us suppose that an administrator is
called upon to report the number of out-of-state ath-
letes being given financial aid, acccreing to their
race. While our data system may not accommodate a
breakdown according to race, it should certainly be
able to provide a roster of individuals receiving
financial aid who have also lettered in one or more
sports.

Diagnostic System.--The most common type of diag-
nostic system is the exception reporting system. (56,30) An example of this type of diagnostic system is
the inventory system which creates a report for all
items where stock levels nave fallen below a prescribed
amount. In this instance, we feel that the diagnostic
system should be extended in concept to include rates
of performance which vary significantly from prior
years, or from the overall institutional base. For
example, let us suppose that the growth rate of the
institution is 4% (in terms of FTE students), and that
the growth rate of the mathematics department is 7%.
Let us also assume that we have some indication of the
relative growth of computer use as far as the total
college enrollment and the enrollment within the

9



department of mathematics is concerned. Let us say
this growth figure is 5% based upon the last few years
of experience. A diagnostic system should tell us not
only that in the last year our computer utilization
figure has jumped to, say, 11%, but where the addi-
tional use has been fostered. In this way, management
may ascertain background information which would permit
it to caution users about the problems of overconsump-
tion of institutional resources, or to recognize a new
and significant user of computing equipment, or to
otherwise adjust to a new situation. (54)

Growing System.--By growing system, we mean ore
which is open ended. As in the aforementioned case,
where a report which indicated the racial constituency
of the athletic and financial aid programs, a flexible
system should provide for the addition of data speci-
fying the races of students, in the event that such,
information will be routinely equired in the future.
NriiTir systems revision should be necessary for such
an addition, as the addition of this element of infor-
mation to the student record should be accommodated
through an open-end device which does not involve
record reformating and/or machine reprograming. (25)

Projective System.--A projective system possesses
essentially similar characteristics to the diagnostic
system mentioned earlier, requiring a well founded base
in historical data. But it views this historical base
slightly differently: It assumes that what is happen-
ing and what has happened will continue to happen at
the same rate of change as has been encountered pre-
viously. A projective system combined with a diag-
nostic system would provide an administrator with two
kinds of summarizations which would make his life much
more livable: confronted with a projective system's
reports which indicated the next one or two years of
expectations (according to the last three, five, or
seven years of experience) and a diagnostic system's
reports showing serious or significant deviations in
activities which occurred during the last one or two
years, cur administrator should possess the very
essence of planning information.

10



Economic Considerations

Every information system has, as its foundation,
the records of the transactions effected or supervised
by task oriented organization units. The sum of all
transaction records may be defined as the total data
base for the organization. (21) Automatic data pro-
cessing has greatly facilitated high volume record
keeping operations. At the same time, the use of com-
puters has permitted the production of various manage-
ment and control reports as by-products of the record
keeping function. (26)

The level of sophistication of a management in-
formation system is directly related to the comprehen-
siveness of the information made available to manage-
ment, depending upon the decision to be made. For
example, when considering a new program the following
questions arise:

1. What is the need for this program (internal
as well as external)?

2. What resources are required for the imple-
mentation of this program?

3. What existing resources are available for
this program?

4. If existing resources are diverted to the new
program, what affect might we experience on
our existing operations?

5. What additional resources (over and above
those already available) must be obtained
in order to implement the program?

6. What will these additional resources cost?

7. How will the additional costs be met?

8. In view of the above, how should the imple-
mentation of the new program be schAuled?

.Obviously, the breadth of the data base which is
required for answers to the above que5tivns varies

11



significantly depending upon the nature of the program
under consideration. If the new program is to be a

course, the information required will probably be
available within the department through which the
course will be offered. If the new program is to be
an entirely new curriculum, the resources of the entire
institution should be considered. If the program under
consideration is to be a new campus, the information
required for answers to these questions would far ex-
ceed the information resources of the institution
itself.

The structure of a management information system
somewhat resembles a classic ladder of abstraction.
The higher the level of decision making we consider,
the more inclusive and generalized our information re-
quirements must be. Conversely, the lower the level
of decision making, the more exclusive and detailed
are our information requirements. Figure 1 illustrates
this phenomenon in terms of three levels of inputs:
transactions, information requirements, and information
requests. Corresponding outputs are records, reports,
and studies. (21)
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Figure 1. anagement Information `system
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The information systems analyst must develop
linkages so that the respective data base segments
containing transaction records may be readily related.
Some of the relationships are relatively easy to per-
ceive (as would be the case in relating payroll to
student enrollments, using class schedule as the link,
in order to obtain information on the direct cost of
instruction), but if experience is any guide serious
problems may be tnticipated (as would be the case when
instructor name in the class schedule was not identical
with the name used in the payroll operation). (22) In
addition to the problems encountered in horizontally
relating the organization's data base segments, the
analyst must also know the nature of the information
required by higher levels of decision making. Given
a complete set of specifications on the form and con-
tent of the reports and studies required, the problem
is essentially one of programing information retrieval
and summarization. However, all too often, adminis-
trators unaccustomed to relatively new management
techniques are unable to contribute significantly to
the design of the system, or to the definition of its
output. (10, 20) The organization may thus find it-
self in a situation where top management moves to
implement an information system which is beyond the
effective utilization of its staff. This problem is
often furthered by a communications gap between the
professional systems analysts and the administrators
whoiA they desire to serve. (21, 26)

A current trend in higher education, and one most
pro=)atly selected as a means of overcoming some of the
difficulties of data base integration, is the creation
of an office of "analytical" or "institutional" stud-
ies. (37) Its counterpart in private industry would
be labeled management analysis or operations research.
Such organizations commonly obtain parts of their data
base in the form of copies of transaction records.
(24) The transaction records are processed to add
identification codes which permit linkage to be estab-
lished with other elements of the data base. The
remainder cf the data base is usually obtained through
special studies, inventories, polls, etc. (5) Such
an approach often leads to duplication and, unfortu-
nately, another incompatible data base within the
organization.



Third generation computer systems provide great
capacity for routine processing, and afford improve-
ments in information flow at the record maintenance
and control report levels. The current trend in the
utilization of third generation computers is the
pooling of most or all of the information processing
of the organization in order to obtain sufficient
workload to feed the ultra-fast machines. (20) At
the same time that increased speed and computing capa-
city is made available to the existing record keeping
and report preparation aspects of the operation, addi-
tional benefits in the form of improved and more
permanent programing languages, improved compiler
diagnostics, bulk storage, and direct access communi-
cations become available. (12) But third generation
equipment is costly if one is to acquire the equipment
which is necessary to obtain the secondary advantages
mentioned above. Also, the systems and programing
effort required to take full advantage of third gen-
eration capabilities is costly, for it means a redoing
of that which has already been done and at a somewhat
more advanced level of sophistication. The addition of
another data system such as analytical studies merely
adds to the cost, unless it is a by-product of the
existing data system.

Progressive managements are currently approaching
the problem of upgrading their management information
systems by either: a) substantially refashioning their
existing data systems or, b) by developing and imple-
menting entirely new systems--while in the process of
implementing third generation computing equipment. The
decision to revamp or completely rebuild an information
system in order to fully integrate the data base is
most probably made on the basis of the availability of
funds, the objective being acquisition of the highest
level of management information at the optimum cost.
(21) This report presents a plan for a data system
which is appropriate in either of the above cases.

14



Objective

The objective of this project is the development
and implementation of a total information communication
system for an institution of higher education. The
system concept requires the maximum practicable inte-
gration of the data base in order that:

1. Instructional method7 may be researched and
evaluated by the faculty and educational
programs and policies improved;

The funds allocated to public higher educa-
tion may be effectively described in terms
of the educational objectives for which they
are appropriated;

3. The routine burden of information processing
in higher education which is now shared by
students, faculty, and administrative staffs
will be reduced and this energy may then be
made available to more significant educa-
tional achievements; and,

4. The administrative and service responsibil-
ities of higher education can be facilitated
through effective interagency communication.

Recognizing the constant presence of change in
report requirements and in programs and activities in
higher education, and in deference to McDonough and
Garrett who suggest that caution should he exercised
in attempting to be all inclusive, the initial phase
of this project inciudes the definition of: (29)

1. That core of the institutional data base
which must be routinely maintained; which is
commonly required for various control re-
ports; and which is vital to major planning
decisions within the institution;

2. Operational procedures and programs which
provide for the maintenance of the data base;
which produce routine control reports; and
which provide meaningful management planning
information;

15
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3. A method for the extension and modification
of the data base which will facilitate
growth, flexibility, and responsiveness;

4. Methods for the establishment of linkages
between elements of the data base, as well
as between the college information system
and the reporting requirements of other
organizations and agencies.

Another dimension of this project is the selec-
tion of data base elements to be included in an initial
phase of computerized operation. While the total in-
formation requirements of the institution must be held
in mind throughout the planning and designing activity,
the limitations of resources and the changing nature of
the institution's information requirements preclude the
implementation of a complete data system at a given
point in time.

The criteria used in the selection of data ele-
ments to be included in the system were output
oriented. In the early stages of project planning,
it was agreed that the ideal institutional information
system could be generally defined in terms cf the in-
formation required by the operations, control, and
planning activities of the organization. A brief
listing of these information requirements categorized
according to subject were:

Students.--What kinds of student information are
essentiaT for: the admissions process; the develop-
ment of a program of study; the faculty in academic
advisement; the student in self-assessment of progress;
the administration in predicting course enrollments;
academic rosters and lists; the identification of ex-
ceptional students; the administration of fees, loans,
and scholarship funds; the preparation for transmittal
of the student record cf academic achievement, activ-
ities and work experience; and the evaluation of
curriculum?

Curriculum.--What kinds of curriculum information
are essential for: the catalog; facilities require-
ments and the scheduling of classes; the universal
description of course content and credit (without
standardizing course labels or course numbers); the
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machine determination of inter-institutional course
equivalencies; and the preparation of reports for com-
parative purposes?

Facult .--What kinds of faculty information arc
essent a for: the recruitment program; the prepara-
tion of payroll; the evaluation for promotion; the
administration of vacation and leaves of absence; the
catalog; the scheduling of classes; the identification
of research talent; and preparation of reports for
comparative purposes?

Staff.--What kinds of non-teaching staff infor-
mation are essential for: the recruitment program of

staff; the preparation of payroll; the administration
of vacation and leaves of absence; evaluation for
promotion; the advancement schedule; the identification
of special abilities; and the preparation of reports
for comparative purposes?

Facilities.--What kinds of plant and facilities
information are essential for: optimizing facilities
utilization; planning campus construction; facilities
maintenance; and preparation of reports for comparative
purposes?

Fiscal.--What kinds of fiscal information are
essential for: the preparation of monthly balance
statements for all institutional accounts; the cost
analysis of instructional, suvr:rt, and administrative
programs; billing for fees and charges; the preparation
of the budget; the control of property and equipment;
the inventory of materials and supplies; and the pre-
paration of reports for comparative purposes?

This cursory inventory of information require-
ments brought to mind some less readily defined prob-
lems dealing with the interrelationships of the infor-

mation itself. Questions arose concerning the mani-
festations of student curriculum requirements in
faculty, facilities, library, and budgetary planning:

1. Did current techniques in the accounting
and evaluation of enrollment data permit
the best planning insight to be obtained;

2. Were existing methods of classifying faculty
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qualifications and facilities capacities
adequate for near and long-term planning;
and,

3. Were current budgetary formulae adequate for
the effective evaluation of workload, per-
formance, and level of support?*

*The California State College system with
172,000 students and an annual support budget of nearly
$200,000,000 has for many years employed the use of
formulae in determining the requirements for support
appropriations. (10,9) The basic statistic in the
evaluation of workload (and resultant support require-
ments) was the FTE student which represented fifteen
credit hours of student enrollment. A breakdown of
FTE by type of instruction (lecture-lab) and by dis-
cipline provides the current basis for space planning.
A similar breakdown with the additional dimension of
undergraduate/graduate study introduced provides the
criteria upon which the number of instructional faculty
are based. Public service allocations are based upon
total FTE students. Student services staffing is
based on a combination of FTE and individual student
enrollment. Library budgets are based upon a target
figure of forty volumes per student, with staffing
allocations based upon the number of acquisitions
planned for a given year. Essentially, the approach
taken to budgeting (via the various formulae) consists
of taking each major program or activity of the
college, analyzing relatively crude data which defines
the scope of operations for the prior year, and apply-
ing a growth factor to prior year performance in order
to establish current year funding requirements. While
this system does permit adjustments to be made to
accommodate increases in workload, i4- does little to
provide for subtle differences in in _fictional methods
(indeed, instructional objectives within the various
state colleges). Exploratory or experimental
activities must be supported through the diversion of
resources which have been justified on the basis of
existing budgetary policy. New programs of too great
a magnitude to be thusly supported are submitted
through channels to the Executive branch and the
Legislature of the State of California where program
justifications are put on trial in the court of current
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Out of these questions came still another problem
requiring resolution: To what extent should the devel-
opment of this information system involve the question-
ing or challenging of existing operating, control and
planning systems? It was decided that the focus of
attention should be placed upon the development of a
data system which would meet the needs of existing
requirements, and that (if effectively designed) ample
opportunity would be available for exploitation and
experimentation.

i,,,...,.. ....=..a.

political thinking. (State Senator George Miller,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance, recently esti-
mated that approximately seven years of deliberations
were required before a new program of any significance
was adopted and funded by the state government.)

L 19
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METHOD

The implementation of this project may be divided
into two categories of activity: The definition of the
institution's information requirements; and the design
and implementation of the operating data system. Al-
though these two activities have been and will continue
to be carried on concurrently, a gradual change of
empha3is frm preliminary study to system design has
occurred during this project.

As the preliminary steps (data definition) were
undertaken, it at once became obvious that a signifi-
cant problem would exist in attempting to differentiate
between data and system: When discussing coding
methods and data acquisition procedures, we were fre-
quently confronted with statements suggesting that the
reason for certain data being coded in a specific
fashion was due to the limitations of existing equip-
ment. While such problems merely reinforced our posi-
tion that an exhaustive inventory of information
requirements was called for, it led us to the point
where we began to question the viability of the data
descriptions we were collecting. A disregard for the
definition of the data being collected germinated and
grew to the point where we began to discuss data only
in terms of output.

Although the methodology for this project, which
is discussed in the following, is not apropos of the
scholarly exercise, it is fairly representative of an
action program in the data processing area. We hope
that the significance and benefit from first person
communication (from which we have gained greatly) will
be more fully exploited by those following this course.

Preliminary Study

Initial steps in the implementation of the study
were addressed to the definition of the information
requirements of the institution, including those re-
ports which were prepared at the request or direction
of other organizations and agencies. Preliminary study
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included a survey of the literature, an inventory of
existing report requirements, and relatively informal
contacts with both educational administra:ors and data
processing specialists in educational organizations.

Surve of the Literature.--Research to determine
the availab ty of approprfife literature was con-
ducted along several topical lines, as follows:

1. E '1ucation

a. Administration
b. Data Processing

2. Management

a. Control Systems
b. In Formation systems
c. Models
d. Systems

3. Data Processing

a. Data Management
b. Informat'on Retrieval
c. Integrated Data Processing

The indexes, library catalogs, and bibliographies
researched for writings along these topical lines are
listed below.

A lied Science and Te?:hooloy Index. New York:
e W. Wilson tmpLily, July, 1963 through

June, 1966, Volume )11 2.,:tr:I., 3, 6, and B.

Business Periodicals Index. New York: The H. W.
Wilson Company, July, 1963 through June, 1966.

Education Index. New York: The H. W. Wilson
----ToiTaTITJUly, 1963 through June, 1966,

Volume 38, Number 7.

International Index to Periodical Literature.
New YBWT7EER77:Wilson Company,
June, 1964 through February, 1966.
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Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature.
New York: The Id. W. Wilson Company,
May, 1964 through August, 1965.

Card Catalog of the College Library, California
State College, Dominguez Hills.

Card Catalog of the College Library, California
State College at Los Angeles.

Card Catalog of the College Library, University
of Southern California, Los Angeles.

Catalog of the Los Angeles County Public Library,
Los Angeles.

Card Catalog of the Municipal Reference Library,
City Hall, Los Angeles.

Operations Research Group. Comprehensive
Bibliography on Operations Research.
new York: John Wiley and Sons, Incorporated,
1958.

Literature indexed under educational administra-
tion and educational data processing provided an
abundance of information describing computerized
methods for the processing of educational data. The
bulk of the material was found in periodicals and the
terms "total system," "integrated system," and "data
bank," were found to be fairly common. However, almost
without exception, total systems were limited to a spe-
cific area of operation, such as a comprehensive stu-
dent scheduling and registration package; integrated
systems were almost always discussed in terms of ver-
tical integration where machine readable data was
captured as a by-product of an existing operation such
as cashiering or purchase order preparation, with
succeeAing layers of report and analysis preparation
made possible without additional data preparation
being required; and data banks were usually limited in
scope to a single file, such r.ts the academic record of
the student.

By far the most significant literature obtained
was a draft of the final report on the project, To
Devise and Test Sim lified Adequate S stems of Measur-
ing and .Reporting Financia Manpower Faci ities,
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Research, and Other Activities in Colleges and Univer-
sities, and its supplements. This report prepared
under the sponsorship of the National Science Founda-
tion and the National Institutes of Health was based
on a proposal submitted by Rev. R. J. Henle, S. J.,
Academic Vice-President of St. Louis University, and
it involved the participation of the Universities of
Arizona, Florida, Pennsylvania, and Washington,
Michigan State University, Texas A & M University,
and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The report dis-
cusses the need for the collection and maintenance of
data defining the resources of the institution (man-
power, facilities, and funds) and its clientele
(students). Inventories of data elements and dis-
cussions of their utility are ' :laded, together .with
suggestions on the definition of terms, coding tech-
niques, and data collection orocedures. The latter
chapters of the report, together with a supplement
prepared at Texas A & M University, discuss the prob-
lem of file integration and offer general suggestions
for the structuring and maintenance of data files.
(22, 7, 18)

Another influential resource was a collection of
writings by W. H. Cowley, which discussed the nature of
the college and university environment. Of particular
importance was Cowley's discussion of the affect of
history upon the policies and decision making processes
of the institution. (14) His argument that history
itself is a causative factor in the decision making
process was so persuasive as to convince these authors
that a maximum of detailed historical information
should be retained for an indefinite time period for
purposes to be defined in the future.

Literature on management, control, and informa-
tion systems and related topics was similarly abundant.
Again, the bulk of the writings was contained in peri-
odical literature, and it described successful attempts
at automating information processing procedures.
Again, "total," "integrated," and "model" systems were
under discussion, and, as in the above case, a close
examination usually revealed a relatively limited de-
gree of horizontal integration. "Total" systems encom-
passing sales forecasting, production control, and
materials warehousing and distribution, were common,
but rarely integrated with each other or with other
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elements of the operational and control levels of the
organization's information system. (10, 21, 55)

The literature on information retrieval, inte-
grated data processing, and data management, although
not as abundant in the above cases, ...!.7s f^und to be
available in sufficient quantity to provide some
direction in system design which was not otherwise
obtained. However, information retrieval usually led
to a discussion of the use of random access memory
devices; integrated data processing was usually focused
on real-time remote inputs, or the use of a card or
tape producing slave device attached to a document
creating machine such as a typewriter, cash register,
or bookkeeping machine; (12) and articles concerning
data management usually dealt with the cost/benefit
analysis which should be undertaken before wholesale
data collection projects were undertaken. (20, 21)

In summary, the survey of the literature made the
authors aware of a high degree of interest and activity
in the formulation of concepts and the implementation
of segments of total systems, and it created the feel-
ing that time would see their realization.

Report Inventory.--The inventory of the institu-
tion's report requirements was greatly facilitated by
the release of drafts of the reporting system to be
implemented by the U. S. Office of Education (known as
HEGIS, Higher Education General Information Survey).
VariousoTNiFiTilATIiIi-Onnaires, primarily dealing
with the financial aspects of the institution, were
collected and inventoried so as to obtain a guide to
the content and structure of the data base according
to the requirements of the federal government.

The definition of state and state college system
reporting requirements posed much greater difficulty.
Approximately one hundred fiscal reports required by
the State Administrative Manual and the State College
Administrative Manual were inventoried. (41) Several
major changes in the form and content of many of these
reports have been implemented during the last few
months of this study* In addition, current policy in

*The California State College System, through the
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the State of California is geared to the implementation
of a program budget during the next few years. (33)
Although such a budget construct must be based on the
integration of fiscal data with that defining the
activities and programs of the organization, no speci-
fications defining either the form or content of future
budgetary reports is yet available.

While the uncertainty of state reporting require-
ments was initially believed to be a serious handicap
in the design of the data system, the realization that
such a situation would probably exist at any given
point in time, reemphasizing the need for system growth

Office of the Chancellor, is undertaking a major revi-
sion of the statistical reporting required of the
eighteen colleges. The first phase of what portends
to be a massive reporting system was relased to the
colleges on March 15, 1965. Although the first reports
specified in the initial phase of an "Information Ser-
vice Guide" are limited to the term-by-term reporting
of enrollment data, sufficient information is present
to allow a number of audits and analyses to be per-
formed: (24)

1. Biographical data on new students facilitates
the study of the sources of students in each
of the colleges, thereby providing a basis
for the interpretation of public school
enrollment data developed by the Population
Research Section of the State Department of
Finance;

2. Summary data describing the academic loads
carried by students (according to sex and
enrollment status) provides a basis for the
auditing of the individual and FTE student
enrollment which serve as budgetary criteria;
and,

3. Summary enrollment and scheduling data for
each class section provide a base for the
study of facilities utilization, enrollment
trends by level and discipline, and, at the
same time, it provides a va)idation t.l.se for
the rer'rts mentioned above.
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and flexibility, resulted. Techniques which would
provide the necessary properties of orderly growth and
flexibility became the chief topics for discussions in
the field.

Field Work in the California State Colie es.--
Initial field investigation was limited to twe ve of
the California State Colleges, the Office of tne
Chancellor of the State College system, and the
(California) Coordinating Council for Higher Education.
Administrators having involvement in, or responsibility
for, data processing were contacted. In addition to
the collecting of data acquisition forms and documents
and samples of machine output, discussions were held
concerning future machine processing plans, existing or
proposed methods of integrating various data files,
methods and techniques used in changing or expanding
the data files being maintained, and the nature of the
organizational framework within which data orocessing
services wLre accomplished.

Almost without exception, data processing activ-
ities in the colleges visited were limited to the
admissions and records area, and were characterized by
low -steed tabulating equipment of limited capability.

For the most part, plans for the improvement of
data processing services were limited to the acquisi-
tion of faster or additional tabulating equipment, so
that existing applications could be accomplished in
less time. Two colleges were exceptions to this rule:
The California State College at Los Angeles and San
Fernando Valley State College, both having recently
installed small scale (tape-oriented) computer systems
(IBM 1401 and GE 225, respectively,) werz tiorking to
convert existing admissions and records tabulating
operations to their small computers and, at the same
time, beginning U. develop plans for the implementa-
tion of applications !or the business management func-
tions of the colleges. Even these colleges, with
relatively sophisticated equipment, were found to be
planning and implementing data processing applications
without a general plan. File integration, as such, was
not identified as an objective, and computerized oper-
ations were based upon the requirements of operating
and control personnel with little regard to the needs
of the management and planning functions. Programers
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(usually students) were assigned to work with the lower
and middle management personnel of various organiza-
tional units, where objectives were almost exclusively
focused on speeding up existing operations. (It must
be pointed out here that this approach was probably the
only alternative open to these colleges due to the fact
that staffing formulae did not permit the employment of
systems analysts; machine processing was traditionally
identified with operating levels where volumes of data
were present; and the time requirements for major sys-
tem studies--if implemented--would have denied im-
mediate relief to overloaded operations.)

As long as three years after the most recent
Coordinating Council Cost and Statistical Study (Fall,
1963), few attempts at the development of an integrated
data base which would permit the assembly of a cost/
performance profile on each class section had been made
by the colleges: (5) Building designations, as con-
tained in class schedules, only rarely correspond to
those maintained in the college's facilities inventory
files; faculty identification contained in class sched-
ule records only rarely agreed with that established for
the payroll; and, of course, department and course
number designations presented an alphabetical matching
problem with the curricular master file (if such a
file existed).

Discussions .hich focused on the methods employed
when a change in report requirements was to be effected
brought to light the fact that the preparation of a new
data base was often required. Simply stated, the
reason for the existence of this problem was that the
limited capabilities of the tabulating equipment then
in use required a heavy reliance on coded representa-
tions of data rather than "natural" data. For example,
the requirement that each laboratory section of
lecture-lab courses would be separately reported begin-
ning in the Fall of 1963, resulted in the need for an
entirely new data base defining weekly student lecture
and laboratory hours, related student credit hours, and
laboratory section enrollments. A similar problem
would be encountered in modifying student class level
where a system used Lodes 1, 2, and 3, to denote lower
division, upper division, and graduate levels, res-
pectively, and a change which required a breakdown
accoriing to freshmen, sophomore, junior, senior,
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graduate, and post-Master's was to be implemented.
(Natural data is usually avoided because the card
columns required would far exceed those used for a
code.)

Discussions concerning the organization and ad-

ministration of data processing services brought out
that, in most of the colleges, the tabulating instal-

lations were responsible for serious dislocations in
other sectors of the college organization. Almost
without exception, they failed to provide services for
any operating unit of the college outside the admis-
sions and records area. A review of the history of
these tabulating installations makes the reason for
this disposition clear: Tabulating equipment was
approved for installation in the admissions and records

area by the State Department of Finance in 1958, with
the proviso that the personnel required for its oper-
ation would be taken from the existing staffs of the

college registrars. Not only did this impose a severe
limitation on the perspectives of the individuals
charged with operating the equipment but, in the light

of organizational autonomy discussed earlier, the
tabulating installations began to function in unchal-
lenged isolation. In 1964, at the behest of the State
College Dean of Institutional Research, the Trustees
of the California State Colleges adopted a policy
consolidating the data processing activities (instruc-
tional and administrative) under a single (unnamed)
administrative officer on each of the campuses. Al-
though physical decentralization was to be permitted,
the Trustees' resolution made clear that data process-
ing was considered to be a collegewide service to be
provided to students, faculty, and administrators
alike.

At about that same time, some ten or twelve addi-
tional small computers were installed, bringing the

total number of colleges possessing computing equipment

to fourteen. Unfortunately, this equipment was justi-
fied on the basis of the needs of the instructional
programs of the colleges, and it was installed without
provision for professional staff for its administra-
tion. The lack of professional staff has given rise
to poor machine utilization practices, piecemeal sys-
tems and programing work, and a lack of concern for the

quality of the data entering the systems. In addition,
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the incidence of duplication and overlapping of systems
and programing effort between the colleges has risen
steadily duel at least in part, to the fact that such
work is performed by student assistants working without
the benefit of knowledgeable supervision which, if
available, would certainly keep informed on the activ-
ities, successes, and failures of its counterparts in
the other colleges.

Other Investigations.--In addition to this pre-
liminary reconnaissance wfthin the state college organ-
ization, contacts were made and information obtained
from a number of colleges and universities outside this
system.

A number of articles appeared in periodical lit-
erature describing recent successes in the development
and implementation of scheduling programs. Because a
scheduling system would require integration of the data
bases characterizing student enrollment demand, faculty
teaching specialty, and facilities types and capaci-
ties, several of the institutions reporting such sys-
tems were contacted by the project staff. With one
exception, the scheduling packages were found to be
systems where student registration data was submitted
to a data bank which maintained a current inventory of
space in classes scheduled for the following term. A
computerized search was made and the student enrolled
in the courses which he required, enrollment documents
were produced, and the space inventory maintained by
the data bank was updated. (1, 52) The notable ex-
ception to this was the .1USS (Comprehensive University
Scheduling System) system developed by Purdue Univer-
sity for implementation at Seattle University, Washing-
ton. This latter system definitely represented a step
forward in that it interpreted student enrollment
demand, faculty teaching competency, and facilities
capacities, in order to minimize time and place con-
flicts in the preparation of the class schedule itself.
The result was a relatively complete integration of
three files: Student Enrollment, Faculty, and Facil-
ities. (2)

Another example of the integration of data bases
is found at Florida Atlantic University where a library
system is being installed in accordance with a design
developed by the University of Illinois and General
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Electoic Company. This system interfaces the files
associated with acquisitions (including fiscal data
as well as on-order information), cataloging, and
circulation control (including both book and borrower
identification). One particularly interesting aspect
of the FAU library system was that, nearly two years
after initial implementation, a restudy was being
implemented in order to increase the efficiency of
operation, and to tighten the interface between files
in order to permit a greater exchange of information
from one to another--notwithstanding the fact that
initial implementation was based upon an exhaustive
and detailed systems study.

Other achievements in the integration of the
institutional data base have recently evolved: the
Southern Methodist University (resource allocation)
system; (7) the IBM sponsored University-College Infor-
mation System (primarily fiscal); (26) the AACRAO
sponsored guidelines for the analysis of space utili-
zation; (42) and the cost study of the California
Coordinating Council for Higher Education. (5) With
the exception of the work done at Southern Methodist
University, none were found to expressly seek file
integration as an objective.

System Design

The design of a machine based information system
may be as simple or as complex, as basic or as sophis-
ticated, as available equipment and personnel will
allow. Prior to the commencement of this project, a
consultant retained by the college planning staff had
estimated that the system requirement for machine read-
able data concerning students totaled approximately
11,000 characters per student, a very discomfiting
figure for on individual accustomed to working with
punched- cards. In discussing this file size with data
processing personnel during the preliminary phases of
our study, reactions ran from awe and ridicule Plt one
end to indications of sincere interest on the other.
Questions ranged from "how will you ever build that
data base when it is so difficult to acquire a key-
punch?" to "Because you can't possibly maintain all of
that data for each student within a single record, how
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will you keep track of the whereabouts of the data on
your students?" (Both of these happen to be very good
questions.)

Initially, system design was categorized into
five basic activities: data definition; file design;
data acquisition procedures; storage and retrieval
procedures; and applications programing. Although the
interdependence of each of these activities with the
others is immediately apparent, it was felt that some
division was necessary and that a precise definition
of the data base was prerequisite to data acquisition,
file design, storage and retrieval, and applications
programing efforts. A form was developed for the
inventorying of information items which came under
discussion during personal interviews, as well as
through readings in the literature and inventories of
report requirements (Figure 2).

The following pages discuss the five categories
of activity, relating to system design, in general
terms. Emphasis is on operating concepts which were
developed after many discussions (more detailed than
those mentioned above) covering a broad spectrum of
considerations, ranging from administrative decision-
making to technical data processing problems. Dis-
cussions concerned with administrative decision making
problems were primarily conducted within the college
planning staff. Technical, or operating, problem
discussions drew from a much wider base of experience,
including individuals representing most of the
California State Colleges, other colleges and univer-
sities, equipment manufacturers, consultants, and
software houses.

Data Element Inventont.--The making of an item
by item inventory of the information requirements of
an institution of higher education is not a simple
program for implementation. One is immediately con-
fronted with problems in the definition of terms as
well as very subtle nuances of meaning in the words
used to define the terms under discussion: To a
facilities planner, a room is something bounded by
four walls, a ceiling, and a floor, while a professGr
of drama may see it as an area of 20 feet by 40 feet,
equipped with certain types of stage lighting devices,
props, recording and broadcasting equipment, and an
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Inventory Item #

Data Descriptor

General Description

OM.

.114

Source (initial)

Organization Unit

Process

Form Name & Number

Field Heading and/or Number

Source (updating)

Organization Unit

Process

Form Name & Number

Field Heading and/or Number

Figure 2. Data Inventory Form
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audience capacity of 300; entrance examination scores
obviously have different meanings to the director of
admissions and the chairman of the Department of
English; and high school of graduation obviously means
one thing to the college's director of institutional
relations and another to the State Department of
Finance, Population Research Division--but all of
these values are mere numbers to the keypunch oper-
ator, and data to be used in sorting, comparing and
computing to the programer.

In attempting to inventory and define the data
to be maintained and produced by the ystem, a high
incidence of redundancy was detected. In investigating
the student record keeping operations of fourteen dis-
tinct programs in the Student Affairs area, we found
that bully a small percentage (less than 20%) of the
information being maintained (in twelve or more.offices
concerned with student affairs) to be unique to the
institution's data base. Eighty percent, or more, of
the data being maintained was found to be already in
existence (in many cases in machine readable form)
within the Admissions and Records offices. When ques-
tioning the need for this duplication, we were usually
informed that the activity was necessary, due to the
inability of Admissions and Records to provide the
information which was required within the time require-
ments of the user. On deeper investigation, we found
that much of this redundancy was not redundancy at all,
but, rather, different data being maintained under the
same label (e.g., "enrollment status" in one file
might actually reflect grade level; in another it
might reflect the difference 5etween a continuing stu-
dent, a first-time freshman, or a transfer; and in a
third, it might indicate whether the student is cur-
rently enrolled in the institution or whether he is no
longer active). The problem of attempting to build a
data system when different kinds of data are inven-
toried under the same labels, or when identical kinds
of data are inventoried under different labels, should
be immediately apparent. This one problem, more than
anything else, ted to the abandonment of the data
inventory form and the growth of an argument in favor
of centralized record keeping for student data: If a
unit of the organization possesses such unique infor-
mation requirements as to warrant an independent data
system, thor? the central system need not concern
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itself with peculiar or private data definitions; and,
if a unit of the organization possesses an information
requirement compatible with that of the major or dom-
inant system, then it should accept the data names and
descriptions employed by the dominant system. While
in some cases this may require the invention of labels
quite different from those now in use (in order to
eliminate confusion during and after conversion), in
most cases the problem may be solved by employing a set
of data names and definitions designed for a specific
purpose and having a high degree of internal integrity
(such as those providtd by AACRAO and the U. S. Office
of Education). (13, 31, 38, 39, 40, 43)

The representation of data by the use of codes,
which categorize different classes or properties, has
long been used in machine processing. Primary advan-
tages resulting from the use of codes are: conserva-
tion of space in machine records; expedient segregation
and summarization; and significant reductions in the
time required for the sequencing of the files. How-
ever, significant disadvantages lie in the use of
coded representations of data: The need for more
detailed classifications often arises, requiring the
reconstitution of the entire file, or various special
purpose uses of a particular category of data often
result in multiple coding systems employed to define
essentially identical data bases. For example, a stu-
dent with seventy semester hours of credit may be con-
sidered a junior on the basis of the work completed,
while at the same time he may be considered a sophomore
on the basis of the work required to be completed prior
to the award of his Bachelor's Degree; or a laboratory
designed for physical chemistry courses may be defined
by assignment to the physics department as a special
purpose room containing sixteen stations, and it may be
reported to the State College Trustees, tie California
Coorainating Council for Higher Education, the U. S.
Office of Education, and the National Science Founda-
tion, respectively, as a teaching laboratory coded 7728
(Chemistry), 2620 (Chemistry), 6807 (Chemistry except
Pharmaceutical), and (no code) Physical Chemistry.

Noting that the above code numbers represent the
broad subject matter classification of chemistry, and
anticipating from past experience that a more specific
breakdown will be required (i.e., physical chemistry)
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led us to the conclusion that coding systems would only
be completely effective when they represented all of
the uniqueness of the natural data. Obviously, this
negates the philosophy of coding and argues for the
maintenance of a data base in natural language form.

Another problem area encountered in the inven-
torying of data was concerned with the amount of data
relating to one file which should be carried in a
transaction record that was properly a part of another
file. For example, how much information describing
facilities, faculty, schedule, and student character-
istics should be contained within an individual course
enrollment record? The more data which is present, the
greater the utility of that particular record: rela-
tively complete facilities and schedule information
would permit a comprehensive facilities utilization
analysis to be made with the course enrollment record
as the data base; important student trio -data could be
provided instructors on class roster's prepared from the
course enrollment records.

However, it is not physically possible to retain
all desirable facilities, faculty, schedule, and stu-
dent data in indi/idual course enrollment records. Nor

is it desirable tc, eliminate all elements of any type
of data, for those elements which establish effective
linkages with the files constituting the institution's
data base must be retained.

In order to obtain maximum benefit from a large
scale data system, it is imperative that the users
(both line administrators and individuals engaged in
research and institutional studies) be made fully aware
of the data base which is available to them. One of
the chief disadvantages in the traditional compart-
mentalized or simi-autonomous information handling sys-
tems in institutions of higher education is that indiv-
iduals needing information lack the means to determine
its existence and whereabouts. In addition, in in-
stances where the availability of information is known,
users frequently lack the tools by which to access this
information.

In summary, the definition and inventory of the

data base led to the formulation of three broad oper-
ating concepts:
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1. Semantic problems and redundancy (both real
and false) may only be overcome by the
maintenance of a precise catalog of data
being maintained in the system.

2. Ever changing report requirements (many of
which are outside the institution's control)
tend to make most coding systems ineffective
over an extended period of time. Coding
techniques should be emplo.yed only when they
are designed to characterize the maximum
number of classifizations of the data being
represented. In the last analysis, natural
data should be preferred, notwithstanding
the additional cost and difficulty of vali-
dation and interpretation.

3. Insofar as it is practicable, unit records
(punched-cards) representing individual
transactions, or items of activity, should
contain information which facilitates the
machine accessing of appropriate related
files. The inclusion of interfile linkages
within transaction records will afford the
greatest degree of system flexibility, though
somewhat reducing the direct utility of the
transaction records themselves.

4. The multiple and diverse uses to which a
comprehensive data base may be put may only
be realized when its form, content, and
location (or method of access) is made known
to all prospective users.

File Design.--During discussions on the most
effective means of designating file content through a
convenient label, terms such as master file, working
file, general purpose file, multi-purpose file, and
special purpose file were explored. Master files were
usually characterized by the term "stable" or unchang-
ing. Working files were usually suggested to be those
with only a temporary usefulness. No satisfactory
definition for a general purpose file was forthcoming.
Multi-purpose files, on the other hand, were frequently
described as possessing information which could be put
to a wide range of uses, such as a file on course en-
rollments which would permit facilities utilization and
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faculty load studies to be produced, along with class
rosters and study lists. Special purpose files were
gen;:rally regarded as those containing data extracted
from master and/or working files but limited in content
to the requirements of a particular processing opera-
tion.

The classification of files according to the data
contained therein does not seem to pose a serious prob-
lem: data defining the physical plant is containea in
the facilities file; data relating to students belong
to the student file; faculty and staff data belong to
the personnel file; and data defining revenues and ex-
penditures belong to the fiscal file. In practice,
however, thc:e distinctions are not so easily drawn:
data defining the course requirements for a particular
degree, and which are considered to be a part of the
curriculum file, may also be proper elements in the
files of students pursuing that degree. Similarly, the
charactcristics of special purpose facilities which are
included in the facilities file may also be integral
parts of the curriculum file serving as a basis for the
preparation of 'he class schedule.

Early discussions of file structure failed to
produce insightful techniques for the elimination of
redundancy of data between files, or for the determine-
tion of the form and content (and even the number) of
working files which would be required. As a matter of
fact, the development of the data catalog wherein each
item of data deeme to be vital tc the system was
invertoried once and only once, led to the concept that
the ettire data base for the institution could be con-
sidered as a single file, with consideration of the
form and content .f subsets (or file segments) to re-
main for a later consideration.

It must be pointed out that at the point in time
where file design was initially considered, random ac-
cess peripheral equipment was available, but extremely
costly. Insufficient economic benefit existed in
justification of the use of random access equipment
for the storage of the totality of the data base, es-
pecially considering the fact that much of the data
would be of limited initial utility. File organization
was, therefore, considered as a complex of sequential
file segments (tapes) with segmentation based upon
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machine Imposed constraints (for record and block
lengths) as well as the requirements of application
programs (for content). The consideration encountered
in discussing the most effective means for the seg-
mentation of files are broadly encompassed by two par-
ticular questions: What is the optimum content of
individual file segments in terms of routine processing
requirements; and, in what sequences must these file
segments be maintained in order to facilitate interfile
matching and minimize pre-process sorting?

Another aspec_ of file design which was discussed
at length was the extensive use of natural data rather
than coded representations of that data. Realizing
that serious problems would exist in sequencing and
matching files on the basis of natural language con-
tent, not to mention the quality control problems
inherent in free form natural language data, it was
concluded that those elements contained in the files
which would be required for sequencing and matching
operations should be represented in codes as well as
natural form. For example, while the natural language
description of a particular property item (a 32" x 60"
walnut desk) might be described in various ways (desk,
wal., 32 x 60; walnut desk, 32 x 60; 32 x 60 desk,
walnut; etc.), a code (1820) indicating that the prop-
erty item was a desk would be a great help. And the
inclusion of the dimensions in the property code
(1820032060--least dimension first) would greatly
facilitate the grouping of like elements in the prop-
erty file--but, of course, denying selected retrieval
of any particular desk.

Another aspect of file design which Ilk, consid-
ered was the problem of keeping track of the presence
of various data elements within the many file segments
which would be in use. It was recognized that certain
file segments prepared for specific purposes would have
a mucn greater utility if their contents were readily
identifiable. For example, a file on newly admitted
students would be a much more convenient base for the
assignment of faculty advisors than would a file con-
taining the records of all of the students attending
the institution, most of whom would have established
advisor assignments.

In summary, several significant working concepts
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evolved out of the discussions devoted to the topic of
file design:

1. File identification should he structured
according to the institution's basic data
categories. Working files (or subfiles)
should be similarly identified, but as
subsets of parent files.

2. Redundancy must be minimized in order to
economize file maintenance operations.
Insofar as it is practicable, a given data
element should appear in the data base only
once.

3. Because the size of some of the files, par-
ticularly the student record, will exceed
economical processing requirements, the
segmentation of primary files will be
necessary.

4. Data which is to be used for matching or
sequencing operations should be represented
in codes as well as natural form. In addi-
tion, when other organizations and agencies
require the reporting of data according to
their established codes, these codes should
be considered a part of the data base.

5. The use of a data catalog as an inde,: of all
data being maintained in the system should
be implemented. The specific locations of
each data element should be indicated for
all files and subfiles which are regularly
maintained.

Data Acquisition.--Technical discussions held on
the subject of data acquisition procedures covered
three primary topics: logical point of entry; verifi
cation/validation, and system feedback; and hardware
considerations.

General agreement was found to exist on the most
effective point of eni.ry for data into the system.
The consensus was that the organization unit which
first encountered and used the information should, in
most cases, provide it to the system. Several sound
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reasons for this thinking seemed to exist:

1. Individuals accustomed to the data and whose
operations are 'ased upon it have a greater
appreciation for quality control.

2. By entering data into the system at the
earliest possible point, some manual hand-
ling may be eliminated and machine processing
substituted.

3. By entering data into the system as early as
possible, a wider distribution of information
may be 'ffected at an earlier time.

A similar consensus exists regarding verification
and validation. The thinking is that individuals who
are initially responsible for handling and working with
data and who provide it to the system should be best
qualified for the verification and validation proce-
dures. Dissenting opinions or, more accurately, notes
of caution did arise: the primars, purpose for data
being initially handled by a particular organization
unit was due to its urgent need for that data, and the
additional burden of providing that data to the system
(and verifying and validating it) could lead to a sub-
stantial increase in workload which could result in a
detrimental effect on an important operation. It was
noted that substantial benefits could be obtained
through the application of computer based verification/
validation programs which may very quickly isolate such
common data preparation errors as alphabetic informa-
tion in numeric fields, numeric data in alphabetic
fields, improper justification, missing data, and coded
data which falls outside acceptable ranges. Signifi-
cant limitations do exist.

Many organizations are now using automatic data
preparation devices in order to prepare data for entry
into the system without the need for keypunching.
Great improvements in the performance of optical scan-
ning equipment and reductions in its cost suggest the
continued expansion of such methods. The two most
common problems cited in discussions on the use of
optical scanning equipment were: a volume (far each
application) sufficiently high to justify the cost of
form preparation and programing was necessary; and
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rigid control over the configurati'm of the input
document (preferably through machine preparation of
source documents) was required. It was also noted that
the verification and validation of data prepared by
optical scanning devices must be continued with the
same emphasis as with data which is prepared by other
means.

Another data acquisition technique which offers
significant potential and warrants full consideration
is the use of equipment which provides machine readable
records as by-products of an existing activity. Paper
tape perforators, and slave keypunches,_attached to
typewriters or other document creating machines offer
distinct advantages: the net cost (resulting from
additional effort) of data preparation is reduced; and
the individual operating the device has a greater
opportunity to scan the information being produced,
thereby combining elements of the verification/valida-
tion processes with that of initial data preparation.
Again, a reasonably high volume of activity is required
in order to justify the equipment and the programing
costs incurred. Also, in deciding which type of equip-
ment to use, the difficulty of correcting errata con-
tained in lengths of paper tape must be weighed against
the limited capacity of the punched-card.

One of the most cnmmon methods of reducing the
cost of data acquisition, verification, and validation
is the use of prepueched-cards. Because of the popu-
larity of such systems, little time was devoted to a
full exploration of advantages and disadvantages--the
prevailing philosophy being that when documents pre-
pared by the system are designed to precipitate action
which should be communicated back to the system, the
use of punched-card documents should be fully ex-
plorcd.

One last point with respect to data acquisition,
particularly directed at magnetic tape based computer
installations but also worthy of consideration in
computer installations utilizing random access equip-
ment: Priblems and inaccuracies in input are always
with us and these may be relieved somewhat by the
batching of input data until it has completely passed
the verification/validation processes. In other words,
the updating of files with new data should be withheld
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until the accuracy of the new data has been certified.
Failure to observe this general principle may lead to
the need for correction of data after it has been dis-
tributed to various working files in the system- -
perhaps after important reports have been printed and
provided to users.

In summary, points to be remembered in the dev-
elopment of data acquisition procedures are:

1. The point of entry for data and verification/
validation responsibility should be logically
selected on the l,u4is of the organizational
need for and familiarity with the data.

2. Allowances may be required in order to pro-
vide for increased workload ror verification
and validation responsibilities assigned to
various organization units.

3. Automatic or by-product Oata acquisition
should be used whenever economic justifica-
tion exists. The same care must be main-
tained in verifying and validating automatic-
ally prepared data.

4. Machine readable data (output) should be
reused whenever possible.

5. Most imputs should be batched in order to
optimize verification and validation prior
to the updating of files.

Storage and Retrieval.--DiscAssions of this proj-
ect frequently led to the use of the term "data bank,"
an analogy which, however accurate, was usually im-
properly drawn. While we tended to discuss the general
objectives of this project in terms of a central reser-
voir of information which could be made available to
administrators and educational researchers, such a
description merely likens the project to the creation
of a depository (such as Fort Knox). But banks are not
mere depositories: they are systems which provide for
the acquisition and distribution of (monetary) symbols
of property and resources.

In order for a large data system to be properly
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likened to a bank, devices must exist which permit:
The complete merging and mixing of data; the ready
acceptance of new resources; the orderly maintenance
and safeguarding of the resources which are entrusted
to it: and the timely distribution of the resources
when warranted.

The problem of merging and mixing has been dis-
cussed earlier, in terms of interfile linkages or file
integration. The data system envisioned here, if it
is to be effective over an extended period of time,
must contain provisions for the creation of interfile
linkages as they become necessary. For example, if
initial planning made no provision for the inclusion
of information on a student's academic major in the
data base used for decisions on housing assignment and
it later became avi!ent that such information should
be considered, it should be provided without requiring
major changes in operating procedures. Or, if for some
reason it became necessary to add elements of data to a
particular segment of the data base (or even entire
subsystoms), such a necessity should be accommodated
without the need for major changes in status-quo oper-
ations or for the creation of independent and non-
integrated subsystems.

Most data processing specialists considering the
problem of information storage and retrieval immedi-
ately become immersed in the technical considerations
of available hardware and software. Storage capability
is regarded in terms of millions of words or characters
of data storage and milliseconds of access time. The
act of storing and retrieving data is considered in
terms of machine generated storage addresses which
eliminate the need for massive housekeeping activities
on the part of the programer. However, these rela-
tively technical ccnsiOerations deal with two basic
assumptions: that the amount of information to be
utilized by the system may be determined prior to the
selection of storage devices; and that the information
which the programer has in hand points the way rather
directly to the storage locations of needed additional
information stored elsewhere. In the instant case, the
first assumption is an invalid one in that, at the
point in time where implementation must begin, no all-
encompassing specification of the data base exists,
and, further, the economics of del processing preclude
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the acquisition of equipment with massive capacity on
the basis of the possibility of rapid growth and
implementation. The second assumption rests on the
existence of effective data chains or interfile link-
ages (i.e., that the class schedule file contains those
data elements necessary to correctly access the facil-
ities file), some of which may be unknown at the time
of implementation.

In summary, information retrieval planning should
be conceptually divorced for machine considerations.
Initial steps in design should be based on:

1. Recognition of the likelihood of the addition
and/or change of interfile linkages.

2. Recognition of the fact that the initial data
base (constructed to accommodate the require-
ments of the existing program library) con-
stitutes an open-ended inventory which will
grow, both by the addition of individual
records and the addition of new data elements
to existing records.

3. Initial retrieval programs should be designed
to create the sub-files required by existing
programs in order to minimize reprograming
and conversion.

Applications Programin.--Discussions concerning
the preparation of production programs focused on three

IL

general topics: the selection of programing languages;
the use of general purpose programs and program gener-
ators; and the organization of programing personnel.

One does nut need lengthy experience with auto-
matic data processing in order to appreciate the magni-
tude of the problem of the conversion of programs which
frequently occurs when equipment changes are being
effected. (58) The high costs of reprograming are
often accompanied by: the need for expense allowances
which permit programing staff to journey to distant
locations where the equipment being ordered is avail-
able, so that they may test and debug their programs
prior to the installation of hardware; by the need for
continued rental of obsolete equipment after the instal-
lation of new equipment,.in order that production
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schedules may be met while reprograming is completed;
and, more recently, by the purchase of additional
hardware which permits the emulation of old equipment,
at a greatly reduced efficiency. While there is no
universal solution to such problems, the approach most
frequently suggested to avoid them is the use of pro-
graming languages which, either through tradition or
through direct financial support on the part of the
users (federal government), offer the highest proba-
bility of survival. At this point in time, it appears
to the authors that there a: -e only two such languages:
FORTRAN which has grown both in sophistication and in
acceptance over the last decade; and COBOL, a language
initiated and supported by the resources of the federal
government. There are other languages currently avail-
able which offer promise of achieving the same stature:
PL/1, initiated by IBM, is now offered by several
equipment manufacturers and software houses; ALGOL has
been, and probably will continue to be, offered by
selected manufacturers; the BASIC language developed
at Dartmouth College by General Electric Corporation
also has a history which promises a future. However,
until a language has achieved a level of sustained
usage which assures its future, its use offers the
prospect of massive reprograming efforts.

In recent years, general purpose programs or
program generators have become increasingly popular.
These software packages may be characterized by rela-
tively simple instructions to the user which permit him
to: Format information in accordanLe with his needs;
very simply code arithmetic operations, including
several levels of totals; and evaluate input data to
the extent that extraneous material may be excluded
from processing. (28) The more sophisticatj of these
programs, usually available only with larger computers,
often contain features which are beyond the expertise
of even experienced programers in that they tend to
optimize themselves and operate at a high degree of
machine efficiency. (19) The earliest of this type
of program was primarily directed at sorting, and sort
program generators have now arrived at a level of
efficiency where only the most hardheaded of programers
(or the most specialized of data processing installa-
tions) still insist on writing their own sorting
programs. (To qualify the foregoing, we must point
out that certain programer types obtain deep
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satisfaction from writing sorting programs which accom-
plish the desired result in less time than that which
is afforded by the manufacturer's supvlied program;
and certain specialty data processing operations,
wherein the sequencing of data constitutes the bulk
of their production effort, cannot afford the luxury
of the waste of as much as twenty-five percent of
their available machine time through the use of
generalized sorting programs.) We believe that the
growth and development of general purpose programs and
program generators will parall0 that which we have
witnessed in sorting programs, recognizing that limi-
tations on their utility will remain.

An entirely different set of considerations apply
to the organization of the institution's programing
staff: it is vital that the programers concerned with
the preparation of reports concerning student affairs,
curriculum, facilities, fiscal affairs, library activ-
ities, and personnel administration speak the language
of individuals having responsibility for these activ-
ities; individuals responsible for administering
various activities and operations within the institu-
tion should have "someone to talk to" regarding their
day-to-day problems, so that opportunities for the
creative participation of the data system in resolving
some of these problems is afforded; and, notwithstand-
ing the fact that the foregoing would suggest that the
most effective method of assignment of programing staff
would be to place programing personnel within the
smallest organizational unit of the institution, pro-
graming personnel should be placed sufficiently close
to the equipment upon which they rely to stay current
in terms of existing and planned operating systems,
data base modifications, hardware and software charac-
teristics, and shop procedures. The administrator
responsible for the assignment of programing personnel
must, therefore, take into consideration not only the
area of interest to the programer (student affairs,
business management, or academic program), but also the
loyalties and levels of sophistication of the indivi-
duals: a highly trained machine-oriented programer who
is personally acquainted with many shop personnel might
well be farmed out to work for a particular unit of the
organization, where he will strive to maintain currency
with the data processing installation; a programer with
a strong accounting background might more effectively
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be placed within the central offices of the computer
installation, as he will most probably retain his
contacts with the accounting unit.

In summary, policies relating to the preparation
of production programs (applications programing) should
be based upon the consideration of the following:

1. Programing languages such as COBOL and
FORTRAN should be used to the fullest
extent possible.

2. Programing, as such, should be avoided
when the requirements of a particular job
permit the use of a report-program-generator
or other software package to obtain the
desired results.

3. The assignment of programing staff should be
based upon individual qualifications and
situations. Field of specialization, as
well as relationship (or proximity) to the
user must be considered.
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RESULTS

The results of this project are the design
parameters of a comprehensive data system for an
institution of higher education. The system, consist-
ing of men, machines, programs, and procedures, is
user-operator oriented. Although certain electronic
and electromechanical devices offer decided operating
advantages to an organization implementing such a
system, the basic design is not machine dependent.

The foundation of this system is the institu-
tion's data base. The design presented here encom-
passes the structuring of the data base, the materials
which should be made available to users and operators
in order to facilitate its interpretation and access,
and general operating concepts for the storage, re-
trieval, and maintenance of the data.

More specifically, the results of this project
define a mechanism which provides maximum service to
the user (responsiveness) and to the operator (flexi-
bility). Included here is a description of the tools
which specify the form and content of the data base in
terms which are meaningful to users and operators, a
method for expanding the data base without requiring
major modification of existing operations (stcrage), a
method for the orderly updating of all segments of the
data base (file maintenance), and a method for access-
ing required data (retrieval).

The portion of this report which presents the
means by which data is accessed provides for gradual
implementation without affecting existing operations
and Ifithout major equipment expenditures. The object
is to establish a systems approach to data management
which permits a jradual move to more highly sophisti-
cated information storage and retrieval systems,
without changing the initial conceptual framework.

Hardware Re uirements.--As has been suggested
earlilr, this system design is intended to be feasible
for implementation on a relatively small scale,
magnetic tape oriented computer. Tremendous advan-
tages are, of course:, available when a large scale,
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random access system is employed. The philf;sophy
underlying the decision to orient the design toward
a small scale, magnetic tape system is in part due to
the current dynamic developmental and economic con-
ditions of the data processing industry= and the fact
that much work must be done in developing and refining
the data base and its interfile linkage (not to mention
related clerical and data acquisition procedures) prior
to the point where the magnitude and level of utili-
zation of the thita base may justify the use of a large
scale computer. (44)

The primary advantages in the use of a large
scale, random access computer system are listed below
with comments on the adjustments and procedural modi-
fications which are necessary for tape system imple-
mentation:

RANDOM ACCESS

1. Direct access to the data
elements is made possible
by a combination of hard-
ware and software. (25)

2. The direct access capa-
bility reduces the amount
of sorting required for
file maintenance.

3. File sorting may be ac-
complished at extremely
high speed.

4. File maintenance requires
the accessing of only one
address in the data base
per item of change. (25)

5. Random access software
permits the automatic
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TAPE

By storing a maximum
amount of data in each
tape file, the access-
ing of the data base
requires fewer file
handling operations.

By using the shortest
possible record length
per file, sorting time
may be reduced.

Short records in tape
files reduce the time
required for sorting.

By maximizing the data
contained in each
record in tape files,
the number of tapes
to be updated is
reduced.

Programer specified
addressing is mini-



addressing of the data
base in file maintenance
activities. (25)

6. Meaningful reports may be
produced without the need
for interim processing.
(25)

7. Because only data to be
processed needs to be
brought into core, the
amount of core required
may be minimized.

8. Back up or duplicate
records may be created
simultaneously and they
are automatically access-
ible in the event of read
failure caused by deteri-
oration of magnetic
surfaces. (16)

mizA by the use of
fewer tape files con-
taining maximum data
per record.

By minimizing the data
per record, the time
required for interim
(sort) processing is
reduced.

By minimizing the data
contained in each
record, a reduction
in core requirements
is obtained.

Back up records may be
copied and stored on
tape at a minimum
cost.

The paradox concerning the length of the record
to be employed in magnet': tape systems is discussed
later in this report. While careful planning of file
organization shoulJ reduce both the length of the files
which require sorting and the number of files to be
updated, even the most sophisticated tape operating
procedures fall far short of equaling the advantages
of a random access system.

Organization of Data Base

The term "data base " encompasses all of those
data elements contained in the records of individual
transactions (or other units or cases). As discussed
earlier (page 12), information system inputs and out-
puts may be viewed as a ladder of abstraction, but the
key to providing higher levels of management infor-
mation lies in the existence of the data base and in
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its organization.

The formal organization or hierarchy of the data
base is selcmatically presented in Figure 3. However,
unseen in this diagram are the linkages between the
files which must exist in order to permit one file
to be accessed (operated on) from another file. The
hierarchical organization of the data base is, there-
fore, only one dimension of the problem of data base
organization, and it may be described as follows:

1. The data element is tne smallest mcfanIntlful
unit of iiiTTFITifion maintained by the system.
Student name, idintification number, street
address, city, state, and zip code of
residence are examples of data elements.

2. The logical record is a grouping of related
data elements. The above data, grouped by
individual student, would be a record.

3. The file contains all of the logical records
of a specified type. The file in the above
case would be the student address file,

4. The data base is the aggregate of all of
the TffeiFeing maintained.

IDATA BASE -1

FILE I I FILE I I FILEI
RECORD RECORD ( RECORD

DATA I DATA DATA
ELEMENT-1 ELEMENT ELEMENT

Figure 3. Hierarchy of the Data Base
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One may also envision the entire institutional
data base as a universe, with each of the major files
(student, facilities, faculty/staff, fiscal, curric-
ulum, and library) constituting a set of data.* Each
record within each file may then be considered a
member of its set and the data elements of which the
record is made could be said to define the properties
or characteristics of each member. Figure 4 illus-
trates the presence of Files A and B (as sets) within
the universe of the institution's data base.

Figure 4. Files A and B as Parts of the Institution's
Universe of Data Base

As indicated earlier, the amount of data to be
assembled within some of the files is so voluminous,
both in numbers of members and in numbers of character-
istics, some segmentation will be necessary. Two types
of segmentation may occur: division of the file
according to certain characteristics (such as student
class level); or division of the characteristics re-
lating to each member according to some logical plan
(such as student admissions data). Because processing
usually involves the interpretation, manipulation,

*Library is set apart from other property inven-
tory files because of the multiplicity of activities
which are based upon it.
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and summarization of selected characteristics relating
to all members of a set, the latter form of segmenta-
tion will most frequently be used. Figure 5 illus-
trates the segmentation of File A into four subfiles,
or subsets. Obviously, in order to be able to assemble
all of the characteristics of any member of File A,
its unique identifier (such as student ID number) must
be present in each of the subsets, affixed to his
other characteristics.

Identifier

2

Figure 5. File A Segmented Into Four Subsets

In the early pages of this report, we discussed
a traditional problem in the assembly of meaningful
management information: The lack of integration of an
organization's data base. Figure 4 shows Files A and B
existing within the universe of the data base--but, in
an unrelated fashion. In order to effectively relate
the information contained in File A to that in File B,
linking data must exist which permits the members of
one set to be related directly to members of the other.
The most desirable type of linking data is found when
certain characteristics of the members of one file are
identifiers of the members of another file (as would
be the case when the identification numbers of the
instructors of currently enrolled students were
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retained in the Student Record File, permitting direct
access to the Faculty/Staff File). Figure 6 illus-
trates the linking of Files A and B through data
common to both. (In Set Theory, the common data would
be termed the "union of A and B," and the unification
of the two files would be implied.)

AUB Linkage

Figure 6. Files A and B Linked by Common Data

Ku Files.--Earlier in this report, the semantic
problems encountered in discussing various types of
data files were mentioned. "Master" files are gener-
ally regarded as being files which contain relatively
static data, and "working" files are usually designed
so as to optimize processing speeds while providing the
data base for specific groups of applications programs.
Because our operational concepts did not readily lend
themselves to the division of the data base into these
categories, we determined that the total institutional
data base may most effecti,ely be divided into six
"key" files according to the nature of the data. We
view the characteristics of Key Files to be as follows:

1. The Key Files of the institution possess the
entirety of the institutional data base.

2. The Key Files are the points of entry for all
new and updating data.

3. Tne Key Files are never sorted, but reside
in predetermined sequences.
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4. The specifications (record lengths and
formats) of Key Files change from time to
time as new data is added.

5. Key Files are processed only by housekeeping
programs.

6. Individual Key Files possess all o- the
linkage data which is necessary for the
accessing of related files.

Of particular importance in the above is the fact
that the sequence of the Key File must be fixed.
Because unusually long record lengths are anticipated
and implementation on a small scale, tape oriented
computer is being planned, the time required to sort
Key Files would be prohibitive. Therefore, it is
necessary to limit file sorting to subsets of data
(or parts of individual records) retrieved from Key
Files (Figure 5.).

Data redundancy in Key Files is limited to that
portion of the data base which constitutes the linkages
between Key Files. If such linkages are not antici-
pated and identified initially, they may be added later
by intrcducing data into one Key File which permits
accessing another.

As indicated earlier, some of the Key Files will
require segmentation. (We currently anticipate a

student record in excess of 5,000 characters in
length.) The selection of data elements to be grouped
into segments of Key Files may be based upon one or
both of the following criteria: the logical relation-
ship of the data elements based upon data acquisition
and retrieval (or working file) requirements; and the
retention schedule established for individual records
in the data base.

An example of the first case would be the use
of an "admissions" subset of the student record file,
based upon both acquisition and processing require-
ments. An example of the second case would be the use
of an "inactive" subset of the student record file,
for all students not currently enrolled.

Working Files.--That part of the data base which
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is processed to provide documents, reports, and
analyses, and which is created by the retrieval of
specific information from the Key Files is termed the
Working File. Ideally, Working Files are designed so
as to individually accommodate groups of processing
programs. However, their lengths are minimized in
order to facilitate file sorting operations.

The assembly of Working Files may require
selected retrieval from a single Key File segment,
simultaneous selected retrieval from two segments of
a Key File, or it may require phased retrieval from
two or more linked files. Although the preparation
and maintenance of Working Files is covered in more
detail later in this report, one further point should
be noted here: Data redundancy frequently occurs
between Working Files, due to the fact that they are
designed, created, and maintained in order to accom-
modate specific production programs--and existing
Working Files often do not possess the data required
for newly defined programs. The result is the need to
maintain many Working Files, substituting, deleting,
and changing data through special purpose programs.
A reduction in the number of Working Files, and the
related updating requirements, may be achieved by
originally creating them with sufficient filler (excess
capacity, or space containing no data) within their
records to allow for twenty to twenty-five per cent
growth.

File Linkage

The following discussion of interfile linkage is
limited to the consideration of the Key Files of the
system. The Key Files env'sioned here are grouped into
categories according to the data being retained
therein:

1. The Student File (SR) contains all of the
data defining student biography, character-
istics, academic history, and academic
program objectives.

2. The Space-Facilities File (SF) contains all
of the data relating to the physical
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3. The Personnel File (FS) contains all of the

data required for personnel administration,
and past and present work assignments.

4. The Fiscal File (BF) contains all of that
data required for day-to-day business
operations such as purchasing, warehousing,
and accounting, as well as conventional
General Ledger records and budgetary fore-

casting data.

5. The Curricular File (CM) contains that part
of the data base which defines the contents
of the course catalog of the institution, the
faculty and facilities resources required for
each course, and academic programs which
represent current and future enrollment
demand.

6. The Library File (LB) contains an inventory
of the holdings of the institution, as will

as books and periodicals on order and Hon
process."

Three types of interfile linkages exist in this

system: direct, indirect, and multiple. In all cases,
linkages are data, apropos to one or more of the Key

Files, which may also be readily maintained in Key

Files where the existence of such data would not nor-
mally be expected to be found, as illustrated in
Figure 7.

Direct linkage occurs where data is found in two

or more Key Files. For example, the employee ID number
basic to the Payroll (BF) File is identical with that
maintained in the Personnel (FS) File.

Indirect linkage occurs when an intermediary Key

File must be accessed. An example would be the problem
of determining the direct cost of instruction, where
current student enrollment data must be related to

payroll through the FS File, where data defining the

part of a professor's salary chargeable to teaching is

maintained.

Multiple linkage occurs when identical types of
data must be used for different logical purposes. For
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example, the maintenance of Faculty ID number in the
SR File may be concerned with the identification of the
student's academic advisor or the identification of his
instructors.

Because the linkages which exist between Key
Files frequently reside in different sequences, the
accessing of a file will often require the information
retrieved from another to be sorted into sequence of
the file to be accessed. An example of this would be
the data defining the building and room number of the
classes in which the students are currently enrolled.
If the Student File is sequenced according to student
ID number and it was necessary to relate enrollment
data to facilities (fcr a utilization study), the
information retrieved from the Student File must be
resequenced according to building and room number, in
order to access the Facilities File (which would be
maintained in building room sequence).

The following interfile linkages are planned for
initial implementation in this system.

SR-11.-.--The linkage between the Student Record
and the zpa%.e Facilities files consists of the building
and room number of each class in the programs of the
students.

SR:FS.--Multiple linkages exist between the
Student Record and Personnel files:

1. The identification number of the instructor
in each of tIe student's classes;

2. The identification number of the student's
academic advisor.

SR:BF.--The linkage between the Student Record
and FiseiTfiles is indirect. The data defined in the
student academic programs (school, department, and
course) is used to access the Curricular File where
the account code for each organizational unit is
retained. This account code (Reporting Unit) then
provides the natural data by which the Fiscal File may
be accessed.

SR:CM.--Multiple linkages exist between the
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Student Record and Curricular Files:

1. The school, department, and course identifi-
cations of current student programs;

2. The major objectives of students which may be
used to access lists of course in the Curric-
ular File.

SR:LB.--The linkage between the Student Record
and Library files is indirect and is probably useful
only in a gross quantitative sense. The linkage is
established by relating the Student Record to the
Curricular File (either fn terms of school, department,
and course, or in terms of the discipline of his major)
in order to access the Library of Congress Classifica-
tion prefix, which identifies the subject matter of
the library's holdings.

SF:FS.--Both direct and indirect linkages exist
between the Facilities and Personnel files:

1. The building and room number designation of
the office or other work location of the
employee;

2. The building and room number defining the
instructor's current teaching assignments,
which are obtained from student program data
residing in the SR File.

SF:Er.--The linkage between the Facilities and
Fiscal f ,1fes (essentially, the institution's General
Ledger) is multiple:

1. Building (project) number;

2. Property inuantory number.

SF:CM.--The linkage between the Facilities and
CurriciTiFfiles consists of a specification defining
optimum class size, type of instruction, and subject
matter (or discipline). This specification is the
primary tuol for the determination of plant caparlty
and it is a key element in the planning of the institu-
tion's class schedule.
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SF:LB.--The linkage between the Facilities and
Library consists of the Library of Congress
Classification prefix which identifies the space
required to organize and house the library's holdings.

FS:BF.--The linkage between the Personnel and
Fiscal files is the employee ID number.

FS:CM.--The linkage between the Personnel and
CurriciiTii-files consists of the school and depart-
mental assignment of the employee.

FS:LB.--The linkage between the Personnel and
Library files is indirect. It is obtained by accessing
the Curricular File with school and departmental
assignment reflected in the Personnel File, in order
to obtain the Library of Congress Classification prefix
link.

BF:CM.--The linkage between the Fiscal and Cur-
ricular files is the reporting unit designation
contained in the institution's chart of accounts. (34)

BF:LB.--The linkage between the Fiscal and
Library files consists of the order or claim number
through which a purchase is executed.

CM:LB.--The linkage between the Curricular and
Libra15fires is the Library of Congress Classification
prefix which identifies the subject matter of the
institution's holdings in terms of the disciplines
represented in the college catalog.

User-Operator Tools

In order to provide the administrator and the
educational researcher with a convenient tool for
determining the availability of data of interest to
them and simultaneously provide a vehicle for their
communicating specific information requirements to
data processing personnel for their action, a set cf
data base reference materials must be used.

These reference materials are: three different
formats of a data inventory; and an assembly of all
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codes used in the representation of data. The data
inventories and code references are briefly discussed
in the following:

1. A data cataloa, designed for use by adminis-
trators and other system users, presents an
alphabetic listing of all of the data
contained in the system. Where data is
retained in coded form, the location of code
definition references is indicated. The
Data Catalog also presents a unique item
number for each data element inventoried.
(Figure 8.)

2. An index, designed primarily for use by
systems analysts and programers, presents a
sequential listing of all elements contained
in the data base. The data element item
number is the basis for the sequence of the
Index. The Index shows all of the files and
subfiles in which each data element is
regularly maintained. (Figure 9.)

3. A file seecification, to be used in the
preparation of computer programs which will
operate on each file, is also printed. The
File Specification includes the data inven-
tory item number, the date that the data was
first introduced into the system, the begin-
ning and ending positions of the data element
within the file record, the mode of the data,
and the data names or labels to be used in
programing. (Figure 10.) Also included for
each File Specification is a title sheet
which defines other characteristics of the
file needed in programing.

The title sheet includes the standard tape
label, record and block lengths, the sequence
or sequences in which the file is maintained,
and the routine update cycle of the file.
(Figure 11.)

4. In cases where the detailed nature of the
information being maintained by the system
cannot readily be determined from the
Catalog itself, further references arc
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DAT A C A TALOG PAGE 1

ALPHABETICAL LISTING

DESCRIPTION

--................---
ACCOUNT RENC,

ITEM COD
NUMBER REF

i
1

1

ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT

TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST

SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE
SCORE

COMPOSITE
ENGLISH
APIPIATICS
NATURAL SCIENCES READING
SOCIAL SCIENCES READING

ADDRESS EMPLOYEE CITY
ADDRESS EMPLOYEE STREET
ADDRESS EMPLOYEE STATE
ADDRESS EMPLOYEE ZIP
ADDRESS STUDENT CITY (MAILING)
ADDRESS STUDENT CITY (PERMANENT)
ADDRESS STUDENT STREET (MAILING)
ADDRESS STUDENT STREET (PERMANENT)
ADDRESS STUDENT STATE (MAILING)
ADDRESS STUDENT STATE (PERMANENT)
ADDRESS STUDENT ZIP (MAILING)
ADDRESS STUDENT ZIP (PERMANENT)
ADEQUACY ROOM PHYSICAL INVENTORY
ADMISSION BASIS FOR
ADMISSION CLASS LEVEL AT
ADMISSION DATE OF
ADMISSION DATE OF APPLICATION FOR
ADMISSION NUMBER APPLICATION FOR
ALLOTMENT YEAR-TO-DATE
ALTERNATE FIRST CLASS SIZE/TYPE
ALTERNATE SECOND CLASS SIZE/TYPE
ALTERNATE THIRD CLASS SIZE/TYPE

. .

0317
6318
0319
0320
0321

J317
031 7

0317
n317
031i

1109
1100
1111
1110",
0112
0217
0104
0216
0106
n218
01071o,

0219,*
0929 0929
0247 0247
0248
0251
0241
0242
ON3,..
0027 0024
0028 0024
0029 0024

YEAR-TO-DATE
YEAR-TO-DATE

ALLOTMENT
CUMULATIVE EXPENDITURE

03034e
OVA

YEAR-TO-DATE ENCUMBERANCE 0804
1 YEAR-TO-DATE EXPENDITURE 0805
If

t
YEAR-TO-DATE
YEAR-TO-DATE

UNENCUMBERED BALANCE
UNLIQUIDATED ENCUMBERANCE

08116

0885
ZIP EMPLOYEE ADDRESS 1 1104-''
ZIP STUDENT ADDRESS (MAILING) olo'

.1.--

ZIP STUDENT ADDRESS (PERMANENT) 02194'

Figure b. Data Catalog
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DATA INDEX
ITEM NUMBER LISTING

ITEM DESCRIPTION FILE(S)
NUMBER

0001 SCHOOL CODE CM0101, CM0106, FS0101, SR0101
0002 DEPARTMENT NUMBER CM0101,

SF0103
CM0106, F50104, SR0101,

0003 SUB-DEPARTMENT NUMBER CM0101,
SF0103

CM0106, FS0104, SR0101,

0004

0005

COURSE NUMBER

OWN DISCIPLINE CODE

CMO1O1,
SR0107,
CM0101,

CM0104,
SR0109.
CM0103,

SR0101, SR0105,
rS0104, FSOIOS
FS0103, BF0102

0006 CSC DISCIPLINE CODE CM0101, CM0102
0007

0008

COURSE. TITLE

FIRST STAFFING CODE

CM0101,
SRO1O6,
00101,
SF0107

CM0102,
FS0104
CM0106,

SR0101, SR0105,

SF0101, SF0103,

0009 FIRST UNITS CM0101, CM0103, CM0106

ii 0766 WORK IN PROG, COURSE NUMBER 4 SR0101, SRO1O2, SR0105, SF0101
ji 0767 WORK IN PROG, SECTION NUMBER 4 SR0101, SRO102, SR0105, SF0101

0768 WORK Id PROG, SCHOOL 5 SRU101, SR0102, SR0106, SF0101
0769 WORK IN PROG, DEPARTMENT NUMBER 5 SR0101, SR0102, SR0105, SF0101
0770 WORK IN PROG, SUB-DEPARTMENT NUMBER 5 SR0101, SRO1O2, SR0105, SF0101
0771 WORK IN PROG, COURSE HUMBER 5 SR0101, SR0102, SR0105, SF0101
0772 WORK IN PROG, SECTION NUMBER 5 SR0101, SR0102, SR0105, SF0101
0773 WORK IN PROG, SCHOOL 6 SR0101, SR0102, SR0105, SF0101
0774 WORK IN PROG, DEPARTMENT HUMBER 6 SR0101, SR0102, SR0105, SF0101
0775 WORK IN FROG, SUB-DEPARTMENT NUMBER 6 SR0101, SR0102, SR0105, SF0101
0776 WORK IN PROG, COURSE NUMBER 6 SR0101, SR0102, SR0105, SF0101
0777 WORK IN PROG, SECTION NU;IER 6 SR0101, SR0102, SR0105, SF0101

0801 ACCOUNT NUMBER 6F0101, U40101, C10206, CMJ209
0b02 ACCOUNT NAME BF0101, F=0107, BF0108, 3E0111
0803 ALLOTMENT YEAR-10-DATE BF0101, uF0107, OF0100, 1 ;F0111
0804 ENCUMBRANCE YEAR-TO-DATE BF0101, BF0107, 3F010C, BFO111
0805 EXPENDITURE YEAR-TO-DATE 13F0101, BF0107, 13F0108, BF)111
0806 ACCOUNT REFERENCE NUMBER BF0101, BF0107
0807 CLAIM SCHEDULE NUMBER (FIRST) BFOlul, LB0101, L(0107, BFU102
080R CLAIM SCHEDULE NUMBER (SECOND) BF0101, BF0102, BF0103

1001 ORDER NUMBER, LIBRARY LB0101, Lb0102, LC0104, CF0107
1302 VOLUME NUMBER LBJ101, LC0103, LB0105
1003 COPY NUMBFR L30101, LB0103, LOE04, LB0105
1004 MAIN ENTRY LB0101, 130106, 1B0107, LB0109
1005 TITLE LB0101, LC0106, LB0107, LB0109
1006 AUTHOR(S) LLC,101, Lb0106, LC0107, LE0109
1007 PUBLISHER LB0101, L60106, LC0107
1008 YEAR PUBLICATION L60101, LBOlUb, LU0107

,

I

Figure 9. Data Index
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FILE SR0101 **PAGE 1**

ITEM DATE FILE MODE FIELDS COBOL FORTRAN
NUMBER SEO BEG-END LABEL LABEL

C101 18267 0001 IBCD 00010036 STUD-NPME STNAME
0102 18267 0002 18iN 00370045 STUD-IPNUm8ER STIDNO
0103 18267 0003 IBCD 00460046 STUD -SE)' SSEX
0104 18267 0004 IBCD 00470074 STUD-ST ADDRESS STSTAD
0105 18267 0005 IBCD 00750094 STUD-CITY STC1TY
0106 18267 0006 IBCD 00950099 STUD-STATE STUDST
0107 18267 0007 IBIN 01000104 STUD-ZIP STDZ,7)
0108 1267 0008 IBCD 01050106 DEP-MAJ--"-
0002 18267 0806 IBIN 36403641 DEPARTMENT-1 UM8ER DEPNUM
0003UUU3 18267 0307 IbIN 36423643 SUB-DEP-NUMBER SDEPNO
0004 18267 0803 IBCD 36443647 CRS-NO CRSNO
0041 13267 0309 IBIN 36483648 SECTION-NUMBER SECTON
0753 18267 0810 I3IN 36493649 HIP-SCHO0L-2 OSCH2
0754 18267 0811 1014 36503651 HIP-DEPT-NUM8LR-2 WPDPN2
0755 13267 0812 IBIN 36523653 HIP-SH3-DEB 1-NUMBER-2 JPSD:42
0756 18267 0813 IBCD 36543657 UP-COURSE-AMER-2 VCNO2
J757 18267 0814 I314 36583658 AP-SECTION-2 JPSCT2
0758 18267 0815 ILIU 36593659 HIP-SCHOOL-3 WPSCH3
0759 18267 0816 IBIN 36603661 WIP-DEPT-88M8ER-8 WPDPN3
0760 18267 0817 IBIN 36623663 HIP-SUB-UPI-NUMBER-3 WPSDN3
0761 18261 0818 IBCD 36643667 01f -COURSE-NUM8Erk-3 ,APCNO3
0762 18267 0819 I0IN 36683668 HIP-SECTION-3 VPSCT3
0763 13267 0820 18IA 36693669 WIP-SCHOOL-4 UPSCH4
0764 18267 0821 IBIN 36703671 11IP-DEPT-NUMBER-4 WPDPN4
0765 18267 0822 I6IN 36723673 NIP-SU3-DEPT-NUM2ER-4 tTSDN4
0766 18267 0823 I8CD 36743677 HIP-COORS(=-AM;ER-4 WPCNO4
0767 18.267 0624 16IH 36733673 HIP-SECTI0N-4 WPSC74A71-0VsUti 18267 08/c IRTN 36793679 AIP-SCHOOL-5 APSLH5
0769 13267 0826 ILI:i 36803681 WIP-DEPr-NUMBER-5 UPDPN5
'1770 18267 0327 ILAN 36823683 UIP-SU8-DEPT-80MBER-5 UPSOV5
. 71 16267 0823 IBCD 36643687 YIP-COURSE-!iUMA2-5 YPCNe5
0772 18267 0329 IBIN 36803688 tAP-SECTI0N-5 1TSCT5
0773 18267 0830 IBIN 36893689 HIP-SCHOOL-6 :JPSCH6
0774 18267 0831 18'8 36903691 WiP-DEPT-NUMBER-6 rPDPN6
0775 18267 0832 IBIN 36923693 AP-SUB-DEPT-NUMCER-b WPSON6
0770 18267 0833 IbCD .6943697 WIP-COURSE-:;'J1 BER-6 jPCACG
0777 13267 0334 IGIN 36933698 :HP-SECTION-6 tIPSCTG

Figure 10. File Specification
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FILE SR0105 WORK-IN-PROGRESS

SEQUENCE(S):

01 = 0102
02 = ltOls (0001, 0002, 0003, 0004, 0041 ] (T)

1101, [aaaa, bbbb, cccc, dddd, eeee](N)
03 = [0401, 0002, 0003, 0004, 0041](3)

(aaaa, bbbb, cccc, dddd, eeee](N)

01 = STUDENT ID NUMBER
02 = FACULTY ID NUMBER,

[SCHOOL, DEPT, SUBDEPT, COURSE, CLASS SECTION](1)
FACULTY ID NUMBER,
[SCHOOL, DEPT, SUBDEPT, COURSE, CLASS SECTION](2)

FACULTY ID NUMBER,
(SCHOOL, DEPT, SUBDEPT, COURSE, CLASS SECT7:0N](N)

03 = [SCHOOL, DEPT, SUBDEPT, COURSE, CLASS SECTIUN](1)
IV

[SCHOOL, DE:', SUBDEPT, COURSE, CLASS SECTION](N)

RECORD LENGTH: 360 CHARACTERS

BLOCK LENGTH: 3601 CHARACTERS

UPDATE CYCLE: 01 = CLOSE OF REGISTRATION
02 = 5 DAYS AFTER CLOSE OF REGISTRATION
03 = 10 DAYS AFTER CLOSE OF REGISTRATION
04 = 15 DAYS AFTER CLOSE OF REGISTRATION
05 = 20 DAYS AFTER CLOSE OF REGISTRATION
06 = LAST DAY OF CLASSES

TAPE LABEL: WIP(TERM)1(SEQ)2(UPDATE)3

I -- SEE REF CODES, ITEM 00'n
2 -- PER ABOVE
3 -- PER ABOVE

Figure 11. File Specification Title Sheet
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provided in a manual of reference codes.
(Figure 12.)

The three data inventories (Catalog, Index, and
File Specification) are produced from a single data
inventory record. This record is prepared for each
element in the data base for each file in which it is
regularly maintained. The data element inventory
record conforms to the following format:

Location

001-004

005-009

Description

ITEM NUMBER, a unique number assigned to
each data element inventoried.

DAY AND YEAR ENTERED, reflecting the point
in time when this element was first intro-
duced into the system. This information
will be used to quickly determine the
existence of historical information in
out-of-date files.

010-013 FrFa NUMBER, reflecting the location (from
left to right) of the data element within
its record. This information will be used
for sequencing in preparation for the
printing of the File Specification.

018-025 BEGINNING/ENDING POSITIONS, the number of
characters to the right of the beginning of
the record where the beginning and ending
locations of the data element may be found.

026-048 STANDARD (COBOL) LABEL, to be used in COBOL
programing.

049-054 STANDARD (FORTRAN) LABEL, to be used in
FORTRAN programing.

055-058 CODE REFERENCE NUMBER, to be used when data
is represented in coded rather than natural
form. This number may or may not be the
same as the inventory item number, depending
upon whether or not the same table of codes
is used for more than one type of data.
For example, when minimum, optimum, and
maximum class sizes are to be shown, for
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REFERENCE CODES

ITEM 0024: CLASS SIZE/TYPE

THE FOLLOWING CODES INDICATE MINIMUM, PREFERRED, AND
MAXIMUM CLASS SIZES FOR LECTURE-DEMONSTRATION AND
LABORATORY-EXPERIENCE CLASSES.

GROUP I MINIMUM PREFERRED MAXIMUM

(LECTURE QUIZ, A 5 8 12
DISCUSSION, SEMINAR, B 8 12 18
DEMONSTRATION) C 15 20 25

D 18 25 30
E 20 30 40
F 30 40 60
G 40 60 120
H 40 120+ (Specify)

GROUP II MINIMUM PREFERRED MAXIMUM

(LABORATORY, A 1 4 4

EXPERIENCE) n 5 8 8
C 8 12 12
D 10 16 16
E 16 24 24
F 18 24 30
G 25 30 36
H 25 ao 60

_ Figure 12. Reference Codes
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both preferred and alternate plans of
instruct;on, the same clas' size codes may
be used.

059-108 DESCRIPTION, an English language description
of the data element.

109-114 FILE, showing the file in which the data

element is maintained.

The procedure by which the three inventories are
produced from this data inventory are described in the

following.

Data Catalog.--The Data Catalog, which reflects
the data element description, item number, and code
references (if any), uses the information contained in
positions 001-004, 055-058, and 059-108, respectively.
Because the Data Catalog will contain many descriptors
whith possess more than one significant term, it is
necessary to provide a method by which a user may
locate a data element through the uc,e of any of its

significant terms.*

Key words will be used in sorting and printing
the alphabetical Data Catalog. We propose to provide
for as many as three key words for cross referencing
any data element.

The steps to be taken in the preparation of he

Catalog, using the data inventory, are briefly de,,-

cribed in the following:

1. The data inventory (in item number sequence
on magnetic tape) will be read by the
computer and the three fields of data
(description, item number, and code refer-
ences) will be selected for transfer to the
output area. Only one output record will be
written for each data element item number.

*The (KWIC) Keyword-in-Context Indexing System
developed by the Service Bureau Corporation offers a
technique which, although far exceeding requirements
of our system, pcints out the feasibility of a machine
operated cataloging device. (47)
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(Remember that a data clement Wlich is being
maintained in six files would near in the
inventory six times.)

2. Left-hand justify the data description key
words. (Our plans for the designation of
key words in the inventory record are based
upon the use of special symbol, an asterisk,
to precede each key word in the description,
except for the first, which will be left-hand
justified in the description.) An example of
this justification procedure follows, using
the description of the data element which
reflects an employee's merit increase
anniversary date:

SALARYA*ANNIVERSARYaDATEA*MERITAINCREASEAAA...A
(Delta [A] indicates blank, or space. Initial
data description entry above shows first key
word in left most position [salary] with
subsequent key words preceded by asterisks.)

SALARYAAANNIVERSARYADATEAAMERITAINCREASEAAA...A
(Initial entry edited for printing. Note
suppression of asterisks.)

ANNIVERSARYADATEaAMERITAINCREASEAASALARYAAA...A
(Data description after first left- justify
movement.)

MERITAINCREASEAASALARYAtANNIVERSARYADATEAAA...A
(Data description after second left-justify
movement.)

One description record will be outputted onto
magnetic tape for each key word in the des-
cription.

3. The Data Catalog file, created per the above,
will then be sorted on the left-most
twenty-four characters of the data descrip-
tion.

4. The sequenced file will then be printed.

We propose to provide all significant users of
the data system with, copies of the Catalog. Casual
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users will have access to the Catalog in both the
College Library and the Computer Center.

Index.--The data Index, which reflects the data
element item number, description, and the file in which
the data may be found, uses the information contained
in positions 001-004, 059-108. and 109-114, respec-
tively. Because the Index will contain data elements
which are present in many files, we propose to use the
procedure described below to eliminate the printing of
redundant items:

1. The data inventory (in item number sequence
on magnetic tape) will be read into the
computer and the item number, description,
and file designation will be selected and
moved to the output area. A counter will be
incremented.

2. If the next following data element has the
same item number (which will only occur if
the data element is contained in a second
file), the file indication (positions
109-114) will be moved to the output location
next succeeding that which is indicated by
the counter. The counter will again be
incremented and this iteration continued
until a new item number is detected, at which
time the counter will be reset to zero.

3. The Index will be printed.

Although some users may be expected to become
sufficiently familiar with the data system and program-
ing techniques to effectively utilize the Index, it
will essentially be used by systems programing
personnel.

File Specification.--The File Specification,
which reflects the full particulars on the form and
content of each file being regularly maintained, uses
all of the information contained in the data element
inventory except the description (059-108). The pro-
cedure to be used in preparing the File Specification
is as follows:

1. The data element inventory file will be
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sorted into file/field sequence (109-114 and
010-013, respectively).

2. The file specification, paged by file, will
be printed.

3. Title sheets will be added.

As was the case with the Index, the distribution
of File Specifications will probably be limited to
systems programing personnel.

Classified Information.--Although all data being
maintained in the system will be reflected in the Data
Catalog, Index, and File Specifications, knowledge of
its existence does not necessarily include access to
it. Those items of information which are felt to be
confidential in nature and which should be made avail
able only to qualified users, will be maintained in
selected subfiles to which access will be restricted.

Storage

The problem of storing data in the system may be
roughly divided into two categories: random changes,
corrections, and updates (such as changes of name or
address), which will be processed according to a sched-
ule set to accommodate the work flow of organizational
units providing and/or verifying the data; and volume
updates which occur in conformance with the work or
production schedules of the college (such as registra-
tion, late registration, census date, etc.). The
first of these is discussed later under the topic of
file maintenance. The latter is what we shall call
the process of storing new data in the system.

The storage of new data may also be divided into
categories: the addition of historical information to
individual records, where the established design of
such records accommodates such additions; the addition
of individual records to established files; and the
introduction of data not previously defined to the
system.

Storing Historical Information.--When analysis
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indicates that the assembly of historical information
is required, the file which is designated to retain
the data may be easily designed to provide space for
its storage. (If a fixed record length is used, the
maximum number of historical cases or cycles must be
predetermined and corresponding fields established.)
Once the design of the file permits acquisition of
historical information, the storage problem becomes
similar to that of file maintenance.*

The establishment of files (and fields) which
will retain historical information must be fully
detailed in the Data Catalog, Index, and File Specifi-
cations, in order that users and programers may
understand the structure of the data and its house-
keeping requirements; i.e., the difference between the
changing of a grade in a student record (from Incom-
plete to B) must be distinguished from that of the
addition of a grade earned in a ce se.

Storin New Records.--The process of adding
records to exist ng f ies is so common to data process-
ing personnel that it warrants little treatment here.
Essentially, this type of operation involves the
creation of a subfile using the records of new cases
or individuals! in a format identical to that of the
file to which the data will be added, and of merging
the new and existing files.

Introducing New Data.--The new-data storage

*One technique which facilitates the addition of
historical information to files is the inclusion of a

"counter" field in each recori, in an historical file
(Figure 13). The function of the counter is to inform
the file maintenance program of the number of histori-
cal cases or cycles which have been recorded to date.
An example of this technique may best be demonstrated
by the problem of accumulating the academic records of
students, where it is necessary to record the course
identification and grade at the end of each term. If,
after four terms, a student had completed sixteen
courses, the counter (n) would be set at the value of
sixteen, and the computer storage program would, when
executing the following update cycle, begin storing
the new historical information in n + 1 location.
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problem involves the establishment of all information
handling procedures required to maintain data which

. , had not previously been defined as part of the system.

At the time that a determination is made to
. , introduce additional information to the data base,

systems personnel will analyze the data as follows:

1. Initial data acquisition problems will be
evaluated in order to determine whether an
effort should be made to capture non-machine
readable data already in existence (past
history), or whether the data acquisition
should be limited to that information which
is acquired in the future.

2. The routine input cycles will be defined in
order that updating procedures may be
identified and scheduled.

3. The appropriate point of entry for the data,
together with necessary forms and validation
and verification procedures, will be estab-
lished.

4. The Key Files (or segments thereof) -which
will retain the data will be identified on
the basis of data acquisition and retrieval
requirements.

5. Descriptors and other specifications to be
used in the Data Catalog, Index, and File
Specifications will be defined.

6. Those standard Working Files in which the new
data will reside will be defined and the
programs which are used to retrieve, or
build, the Working Files will be modified
accordingly.

7. The housekeeping programs used to maintain
the affected Key Files will be modified to
accommodate the additional data.

Much of the above would be facilitated in a
large-scale, random access system. Third generation
software now being introduced provides for many of
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these steps, provided that the new data is properly
related (by linkages) to the existing data base. It
is our feeling that the manual effort required for the
expansion of the data base in a small-scale, tape
oriented computer system may be economically achieved,
provided that detailed operating procedures and effec-
tive quality control measures are carefully observed.

Information Retrieval

Depending upon the orientation of the individual,
the topic of information retrieval may introduce many,
extremely varied ideas and notions. Visions of the
cathode ray tube mounted 1, one's desk, with a button
which permits him to obtain facts relevant to the
problem at hand, may enter some minds. Others (pro-
gramers) would be thinking in terms of address table
lookups, permitting data chains to be generated.

For the purpose of this report, informatics re-
trieval is defined as the problem of outputting infor-
mation based upon a user's requirements and the
content and organization of the data base. This
output may be obtained at random, by direct access,
or it may not; it may relate to single cases, or to
the entire universe of the data within the scope of
the system. This section, relating to the retrieval
of information, will discuss the creation of the Work-
ing File which will accommodate (either) groups of
standard pr=oduction programs, or particular special
purpose assignments.

The preparation of Working Files which are
required fOr the many day-to-day report requirements
of the institution will be deferred and treated under
the topic of file maintenance. The steps necessary to
be taken in designing procedure for the preparation of
such standard Working Files are, however, essentially
the same as those which are described in this section.

Information retrieval is discussed in the follow-
ing in terms of phases of implementation. The step-by-
step method to be used in retrieving specified informa-
tion from the institution's data base will initially
requirt a high degree of programer intervention which
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will he replaced 1-7 automated procedures as the
sophistication of users and operators grows, and as
equipment capabilities increase.

Implementation Phase One.--The following is a
brief step-by-step description of the operating infor-
mation retrieval system at the outset of implementa-
tion. This description assumes the existence of
accurate (and complete) data base reference materials:

1. The user defines a problem and specifies the
information whiti he feels should be brought
to bear in order to obtain a resolution.

2. The user ascertains the existence of the
data required in the prepardtion of his
"problem solving" report through using the
Data Catalog (and Code References, if
necessary).

3. The user makes his information requirements
known to the data processing staff. This
may be in the form of (the data definition
for) a working file, or a report mock-up.

4. Data processing personnel, through the use of
the Index, assemble a list of files for each
of the data elements required.

5. By analyzing the files which contain the
required data, data processing personnel are
able to determine the optimum source (or
sources) of the data. This determination is
made on the basis of processing time; there-
fore, the smallest segment of the data base
which will yield all of the required data
is the one which is se)ected for processing--
unless a larger file will yield the data
in the required sequence.

6. If more than one Key File must be accessed
for the required data, data processing
personnel must also identify, and specify
the retrieval of, the necessary interfile
linkage.

7. The retrieval parameters are prepared in
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accordance with the requirements of the
retrieval program.* Pre-punched READ,
FORMAT, file OPEN, and DATA DIVISION state-
ments will be available for each file being
maintained, in order to: (a) assure error
free input; and (b) simplify and speed up
programing.

8. If more than one Key File is the source for
the required data (Files A and B), each is
processed per the above so that all of the
data elements and required file linkages have
been retrieved from each file, and matching
and merging may be effected.**

9. The retrieved information is sequenced
according to the extended processing require-
ments (or applications programs) of the user.

10. The retrieved information is processed and
the end result provided to the user.

Implementation Phase Two.--As the implementation
of the-Bata system progresses: certain segments of the
retrieval procedure will be automated. At this time,
it wt-Juld appear that the first steps which might be
programed in order to eliminate workload for the data
processing staff would be the following:

1. Step Four (above), consisting of the assembly
of the list of files for each required data
element will be a relatively simple proce-
dure to program. It will consist of reading

*The retrieval program will also be developed in
phases, beginning with the use of special purpose pro-
grams for each retrieval problems and leading to the
use of one or more of the direct, random access soft-
ware packages which are currently available for
large-scale systems.

**The problem of consolidating data retrieved
from more than one Key File is accomplished through
sequencing, matching, and merging. In this case,
merging implies the joining of matched (linked) records
to form a single record.
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the data Index (tape), searching for the
required data elements, and then printing the
list showing each file which contains that
element.

2. Step Five, consisting of determining the
optimum source(s) of the data may be accom-
plished by the system using the same criteria
described above: finding the smallest
segment (or subfile) of the data base which
will yield all necessary data. (File and
record s',es stored in the data reference
system vomit such comparisons to be used as
part of the file selection criteriA). If the
required output sequence is known, it may
also be used in making the selection, as file
sequences are also stored in the system.

3. Step Six, consisting of the requirement that
data processing personnel ascertain and
specify the retrieval of necessary interfile
linkage may be eliminated in some cases, by
storing linkage data in the file reference
system.

4. The automation of steps Seven and Eight
(above) will be based upon the growing
sophistication of both the retrieval and the
match/merge programs.

Ultimate Implementation.--Advancements in the
development of large-scale information retrieval sys-
tems which have occurred during the past few years
suggest that major (manufacturer supplied) retrieval
packages will soon be available for use with computer
systems having large capacity storage devices such as
magnetic cartridge, drum, or disc.

Through the use of indirect addressing and auto-
matic table reference and construction, users should
soon be able to access data through the use of English
language descriptions which, through table lookups,
cause data chains to be generated.

Retrieval Program.--The initial development of a
generafii zed information retrieval program will conform
to the following objectives:
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1. FORMAT (or Data Division) statements for each
Key File segment and standard Working File
will be maintainci by the system, along with
READ and OPEN (Procedure Division) routines.
Upon selection of files (see below), these
statements and routines will be automatic-
ally called for use in a generated retrieval
program.

2. The user/programer submits retrieval para-
meters to the program, including

a) the item numbers of the data elements
required in preparing final output;

b) the sequence required for the final
output;

c) extended processing steps (i.e., special
sub-programs); and

d) output report formating specifications.

3. Although initially done by programing per-
sonnel, the evolving system will then select
optimum files for retrieval by searching the
data Index to determine the file(s) in which
the desired data reside. (Assume items A,
B, N, and P are requested, along with in-
structions to sequence on A. The program
will search the data Index hoping to find a
file containing A, B, N, and P, sequenced on
A. If found, retrieval can proceed; if not,
then search must continue until files are
found which contain the required elements of
data and the link between the files, before
retrieval may proceed.)

4. The initial step in the retrieval of data
will consist of calling the input FORMAT and
file OPEN statements for each file to be
processed, and of generating a "move" in-
struction for each item of data to be
retrieved from each file. (Assume data
elements A, B, N, and P are found to exist
in File CM0710, along with many other
elements of data, and that the input area
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description for this file's data elements
is: AIN, BIN, CIN, DIN, KIN, NIN, OIN, PIN,
ZIN. The retrieval program will then create
a "move" or "substitute" statement for each
data element required. Essentially, these
will appear as follows: ROUT = AIN, BOUT =
BIN, NOUT = NIN, POUT = PIN.) The next phase
of the retrieval program generator will
analyze the "outputs" reflected in the move
statements, and create an appropriate tape
write procedure.

5. If the required data is not to be found in a
single file, the retrieval program will
search the Index in an attempt to find two
files which met the following criteria:

a) contain A, B, N, and P;

b) possess a link (L) common to both files;

c) are sequenced on link (1); and,

d) are the shortest files available meeting
requirements A and B.

If these four conditions are met, the retrie-
val program selects the appropriate input and
file opening statements (for the indicated
files) and proceeds to generate the necessary
move and output format statements.

6. If no files are found to meet all of the
criteria indicated above, the program selects
the two "best" files. In this case, files
which contain the required data and the link-
age, but which require sequencing are "best."
(In such a case, the retrieval program will
generate sort parameters for both files in
order that they may be resequenced on the
linkage (1) between the files, preparing them
for consolidation via the Match/Merge pro- .,

g ram.

Match /Merge Program.--When it is necessary to
assemble information retrieved from two or more files
based upon the matching of interfile linkage, one may
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be confronted with four distinct logical problems:

1. A one-for-one matching situation where each
item retrieved from File A will be matched
with a single item retrieved from File B.

2. A one-for-many matching situation where one
or more items from File B may match each
item retrieved from File A.

3. A many-for-one matching situation where one
item retrieved from File B may match many
items selected from File A.

4. A one-or-more for one-or-more matching situa-
tion where each item retrieved from File A
may be matched by one or more items from
File B and each item from File B may be
matched by one or more items from File A.

Initial implementation of generalized match/merge
operations will involve the preparation of two machine
programs to accommodate Problems One and Two above.
(Because Problem Three may be accommodated by merely
changing the logical designation of the files--A to B
and B to A--the same match/merge program will satisfy).

Problem Four (one-or-more for one-or-more) will
be accommodated by processing Files A and B per Problem
Two, storing the output, and then reversing the files
to obtain output per Problem Three. Both outputs will
then be consolidated.

Following completion of the Match/Merge opera-
tion, the data may be sequenced according to the
requirements of the users program(s) and processing
may be executed as indicated earlier.

File Maintenance

File maintenance consists of the routine updating
of the data base. Updating operations may be random
changes in individual records (such as changes of
address, telephone number, or room assignment) or they
may involve large volume inputs of new data, such as
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registration, course grades, or purchasing and account-
ing transactions.*

In either case, file maintenance must be accom-
plished on the basis of a schedule so that all systems
users may, at any given time, ascertain the currency
or obsolescence of the data base. For example, if
student drops and adds are processed once weekly (after
five o'clock Friday) and the Dean of Students asks for
an enrollment report on Wednc:day, he would be informed
that three days' drops and adds have not yet been
entered into the data base.

Because confusion frequently exists with respect
to the obsolescence of various working files, and there
is a tendency to update individual subfiles without the
use of a general file maintenance plan (in order to
have "good" working files available for particular
programs), lengthy correction runs are often necessary
in the typical data processing installation. The
system which is proposed here attempts to avoid this
problem by identifying all file update requirements and
executing updates according to a specific plan and
schedule. The effective control of file updating is
ootained through the use of the Key File as the point
of entry for all new and update data. By updating the
Key Files and then proceeding to create all of the
standard Working Files necessary for routine opera-*-
tions, effective controls may be established over file
maintenance.

Figure 14 illustrates the updating of Key File A
through the File Maintenance system, and the subsequent
reduction of the File into subfiles according to the
requirements of the Working File system.**

*Note that "random changes" in the data base are
random in the sense, that they occur at random--they
are herein proposed to be processed in batches notwith-
standing the fact that a "batch" may contain many
different kinds of changes to be made to selected
records within a file.

**As has been suggested earlier, the determina-
tion of optimum Working File content and update/retrie-
val cycles must be based upon the input/output
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Random file updating operations will be of twobasic types: one yhere the exact lccation of the fieldto be updated is known; the other where numbers offields are used to hold similar types of information,such as historical data, and the exact field to be up-dated is not known. The first case permits the filemaintenance activity to be directed at a specificlocation within a particular record. The second caserequires the searching of the fields within a partic-ular record in order to locate the one which is to beupdated. Discussions of these two cases follow.

U date 1 Location Known.--By referring to thefile spec cation for that (segment of a) Key Filefor which updating data exists, the record may bealtered by a computer program, as follows:

1. The update data (Figure 16) is introducedinto the computer by the program and the term
"Update 1" is recognized.

2. The item number of the data which is to beoperated on, the data which is to be intro-
duced; and d-thd record-identifier are presentfor interpretation.

3. After searching the file and locating therecord to be updated, the new data is
inserted into the field specified by theitem number and a "before and after" copy ofthe record is printed.

An example of the input to be used for this typeof updating is given in Figure 16, which suggests afully automated file maintenance system where theprogram would identify the field to be updated

requirements of the institution. By analyzing andinventorying the data required for various types ofreports (data element--report cycle), linear program-ing methods may be employed in solving for the "best"Working File content and preparation schedules, in-cluding the necessary sequencing of the files.Figure 15 shows a form used in inventorying the reportrequirements of t5e institution which, in turn, per-mits the analysis of Working File content.
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Figure 15. Data-Element/Report-Cycle Inventory Form
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(beginning and ending locations) on the basis of the
data element item number and the action to be taken
(add, delete, change) on the basis of the Code.
Initial implementation of this system will most
probably require that the programer or control clerk
ascertain and specify such information.

APDATE1,0001,530213297:090113290721 SR0102,19367,C

1

C:1
1=4

I
Z' I.L1

LLI LIJ Sal LLI ....1
-J CC CC CO silk (...) 6.4
cC 42 E 4:C 4:C = 4:C X I 1.A.= CL la CI. I. 1-- = .J I I.L1 14.1 ILJ
LI Z i Z 4:C 1/) taJ F.- CI

0 0.- C.: 0 %ft.' La 3 '1..0 La I:C 10
cn C.) (..) IL.4 CC bC

Figure 16. Input for Update 1, Location Known

Update 2 Location Unknown.--In cases where the
specific location of a data element requiring change
may only be determined through inspection of the appro-
priate record, provision must be made for the file
maintenance program to perform this function. For
example, if course grades are adddd to student records
at the end of each term and it becomes necessary to
change a particular grade (i.e., from "I" to "Be), the
field in the student record which contains the grade to
be changed must be determined through a logical proce-
dure. Figure 17 presents an example of a student
record which contains grades earned and which require
modification. (Grade #20, an Incomplete earned in
Math 160, is to be changed to B.)
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Description
Actual
Data

Beginning
Location Item #

StucleaLLal....--V10213217_/\0001 0001

use
Course
Course
LautiejakenLaLL1DaIaZi ',/291---.

Cours a cen (19r"MIT77""--Trrr-------------7773.
Course Taken
Course Taken

Course Taken ( 79)\/AAA,AAA-77S---"---n---366
Cour . .,. 633 036

Taken (1) ART 00 1001 0227
Taken (2) CIO 102 1000 0232
Taken (3) PSYCII100 1017 0289

(20) IIATH 160 1153 0307
(21) MUSIC100 1161 .....,..030P

717-TYFFF71 FALL66
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The proceftrce which must be followed in locating
and updating such data (in this case, the grade) is as
follows:

1. The update data (Figure 18) is introduced
into the computer by the program and the
term "Update 2" is recognized.

2. The program recognizes a) that the first item
number specified is to be used in a matching
process in order to locate the record to be
updated, and b) the data folTowing this item
is the data to be matched.

3. The program then recognizes that the follow-
ing item number, in this case item number
0287, is the beginning of a set of fields
to be searched for a match. The numer of
iterations which are required to be executed
in finding the matching data (i.e., the data
following the second item number) are
counted, and the beginning location of the
third item number specified (if any) is
established as the sum of the beginning
location for the third item number and the
product of its field length and the number
of iterations required to obtain the match
for the second item number.

If the data following the third item number
matches the data located (per 3 above), the
program proceeds to similarly match the
fourth item number, if any. The termination
of this procedure is established when a
colon (:) is encountered.

5. The item number following the colon pre-
scribes the beginning location of the set of
fields, one member of which is to be updated.
The beginning location of the particular
field to be updated is equal to the sum of
the beginning location for the set of fields
and the product of the field length and the
number of iterations required to obtain the
match, per three and four above.

6. If the data following the third item number
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does not match the data in the record, the
program loops back to the set of fields first
specified (second item number plus itera-
tions) and resumes searching for another
match.

Applications Programing

The fullest advantage of a broad base data system
is obtained through the interchange of information
between related organizations. The key to the effec-
tive exchange of information is the compatibility of
data base and data base interpretation. (It is not
necessary that coded data be expressed in identical
form by the cooperating institutions, but only that
interpretations of data be related to a common base.)

The authors of this report believe that the
future will see an increase in data compatibility
(which will result in part from the stabilization of
the report requirements of the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion), and that the analytical treatment of the data
base will be enhanced through the exchange of machine
programs by cocperating institutions and organizations.
In order fur machine interpretable data and machine
programs to be effectively exchanged between institu-
tions (or between organization units within institu-
tions) it is necessary that:

1. Data base definitions be fully and comrletely
documented;

2. Machine programs be fully and completely
documented;

3. Machine programs be prepared in programing
languages of a standardized or universal
type;

4. Precautions are taken to avoid the use of
special features within available programing
languages, in orcer that institutions with
equipment installations of lesser capability
may be able to utilize the programs prepared
by others; and,
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5. That insofar as it is possible, programing
personnel should be trained in the techniques
of converting, or translating, programs from
one machine system to another.

Program and Procedure Standards.--In order that
other institutions may most effectively utilize the .

work done by others, the standardization of operating
procedures and programing methods must be established.
While it is impractical to assume that a great number
of cooperating institutions will be able to adopt iden-
tical programing conventions and operating procedures
(due to differences in equipment and personnel compe-
tencies), an important step in this direction is the
complete documentation of such procedures. Complete
and detailed documentation will permit the personnel of
other organizations to quickly identify the work which
is necessary to effect conversions.

One step in the adoption of standard procedures
is the maintenance of an inventory of all data and
documentation. This inventory should describe the
location of files, hard copy data, and other important
material such as cards and tapes. The maintenance of
such an inventory is best accomplished through the
assignment of responsibility to a single control point
(library clerk) where the storage and cataloging of
each source/object/data deck, tape program write-up,
and batch of input or output information is effected.
A "circulation" control should be established so that
information or data may be loaned out when necessary,
and its return assured.

Program Documentation.--The following briefly
indicates the documentation parameters which are
requisite to effective machine program exchange:

1. Authorship, including the institution (and
organizational component) preparing the
program, the individual(s) writing the
program, a meaningful program identification,
and the date of publication or release;

2. Machine specifications, defining the minimum
requirements for the processing (and compi-
lation) of the program;
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3. Operating instructions, including program
load, error or other halts, and necessary
operator "switch" settings;

4. Library program and/or subroutine require-
ments, {np't and output formats, and code
interpretations; and,

5. The histor of the development of the program
and t e uses which the output of the program
serves.

(When sets of machine programs are required to
fulfill the needs cf a particular problem, they should
be packaged and describe. as an operating subsystem, in
the detail suggested above.)
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DISCUSSION

The initial plan for this project was focused on
the development of an operational data system for an
institution of higher education. Specifically, the
procedure involved the definition of the institution's
information requirements, a synthesis of the operating
system, the development of procedures for the acquisi-
tion and processing of data, the subsequent evaluation
and extension of the data system (to provide for
management level decision-making), and a final testing
and evaluation of the system which would permit other
similar systems to benefit by the work done here.

A significant deviation from the plan evolved out
of the early investigations of this undertaking. The
change of focus resulted from many factors: confusion
concerning the terms and definitions of institutional
information requirements; a constant state-of-change
with respect to reporting requirements imposed on
institutions of higher education; anunstable operating
environment ca'Ased by frequent change of equipment,
personnel; ill-defined and frequently changing infor-
mation processing objectives; and the lack of a general
plan defining long-term objectives for the data systems
(which fostered a lack of integration of the data
base).

The above conditions seemed to manifest them
selves (in organizations where the utilization of
electronic data processing equipment had been estab-
lished over a period of years) in a distribution of
work for data processing personnel which involved as
much as seventy per cent of their effort being directed
toward the changing of computer programs. (This was
necessary to either accommocate changes in the data
base or in the institution's report requirements.) In
other words, attempts to establish data systems (more
properly caller subsystems) which would be permanent
fixtures and which (once tested 'old debugged) would
accommodate the institution in perpetuity usually
failed.

The impact of these findings on this project was
a change in focus primarily directed to the development
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of operating concepts which would permit the develop-
ment of a durable data management system. The system
design must be feasible for implementation on a
relatively small scale, but its total scope must be
sufficiently inclusive so that large scale implemen-
tation is possible without material change in philo-
sophy.

The authors believe that there is no single
answer to institutional information system problems.
They are most interested in reactions to some of their
ideas, and in seeing proofs and refutations of some of
their operating concepts. It is believed that the
current interest in management information systems for
higher education will continue to grow, and that the
work presented here will play some part in the develop-
ment of truly effective systems implementation which
will be realized over the next few years.

Qualifications and Limitations.--The bulk of the
background information contained in this report was
obtained from educational administrators and data
processing personnel in the California State College
system. Certain planning techniques used by the system
have proven to be quite effective over the years.
However, the system has fallen behind many other
institutions in the utilization of modern technology
for the development of management information. Some
of the problems described in this report have been
effectively overcome in other institutions, but it is
felt that the development of a truly effective manage-
ment information system has yet to be attained,
primarily based upon California experience. It may
well be that California experience and relatively
limited contacts with institutions in other regions
have led to an inadequate appraisal of progress in the
development of management information systems in higher
education and the development of data management
systems in general. However, current literature in
both of these fields tend to support the contentions
in this report.

In addition to the limitations in view mentioned
above, the )perating concepts presented here are free
from dependence upon specific machine considerations.
It may be that the full use cf a manufacturers hardware
and software systems may require tL adoption of other
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operating principles, and that more expedient and
economical implementation may be effected through the
use of manufacturer prescribed systems.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Recent publications, and attitudes evidenced by
many of the educational administrators contacted during
the course of this study, have resulted in our conclu-
sion that the development and implementation of manage-
ment information systems for institutions of higher
education will increase significantly in the next few
years.

Some administrators, although voicing strong
approval of the operating concepts described here, have
expressed concern that their institutions were too
deeply committed to systems development using a more
traditional, segmented approach. It should be noted
that such situations do not constitute reasons for the
avoidance of comprehensive planning, but, rather,
require that plans make provision for system conver-
sion.

The "total" or integrated data system concept
presented in this report may become the basis for some
systems implementation programs in higher education.
Other systems (with similar objectives) may be formu-
lated aroun" hardware-software packages developed and
offered by equipment manufacturers. We believe that
the most common management information systems of the
future will probably grow out of the extension and
integration of existing subsystems, and that this will
usually occur when an institution is in the process of
upgrading its data processing installation, provided
an overall plan exists when system conversion is
implemented.

The implications of the development and use of a
management information system will be felt frcm many
standpoints within an institution. Changes will be
evolutionary for the most part, but we believe that
many are predictable and should be fully considered
when planning the implementation of such a system.

Organization.- -Many organization units within
institutions of higher education are justified on the
basis of the information which they collect and main-
tain. By establishing a broad base, general purpose
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information system, the need for many of these inde-
pendent subsystems will cease to exist. It is sug-
gested, therefore, that the formal organization
structure in institutions of higher education may be
expected to change as a direct result of the consol-
idation of existing information systems.

The improvement in intra-institutional communi-
cation which will result from a management information
system will reduce the degree of autonomy afforded
certain organization units, due to the fact that
information concerning their operations -nd effective-
ness will be more readily available to higher levels
of management. The possibility of sustained ineffi-
ciency will be far less likely, as will the opportunity
for organization units to operate in contravention to
the policies of the institution. In short, management
effectiveness (foresight and strength) should be
enhanced.

The traditional role of committees in the deci-
sion making process may undergo significant change due
to the availability of objective information bearing
upon the problems at hand. Decision making may
increasIngly reflect the desire of the institution
to formulate policy on the basis of specific (economic-
ally utilitarian) objectives. The widespread use of
committees in decision making may therefore be reduced,
and be limited to those areas where management infor-
mation remains undeveloped and a more subjective
approach obtains.

Staffing.- -The consolidation of many of the
institution's data collecting, maintaining, and
retrieving operations Should result in a change in
its staffing pattern. The extent to which operating
personnel involved in the clerical processes may be
reduced through the use of machines will depend upon
the findings of continuing management evaluation. It
is anticipated, however, that a relative increase in
middle and higher level management personnel will
occur. A proportionate increase in the number of more
highly paid administrative personnel , bringing higher
level skills to bear more directly on the operations
of the institution, should bring about a change in the
character of the institution's staff which should
become quite noticeable. Higher level competencies in
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increased proportion will, among other things, result
in increased student contact with individuals holding
broader views of the institution, and its capabilities
and limitations.

Curriculum.--The availability of analytical
program information should tend to minimize needless
course proliferation. Ample opportunity for the
analysis of program costs and benefits will permit
educational administrators to effectively plan the
allocation of the institution's resources (the faculty
and facilities) to provide for the strongest possible
instructional programs. An improvement in the quality
of instruction should result from improved facilities
planning and faculty recruitment.

Faculty.- -The availability cf the institution's
data base and the existence of tools which permit
convenient access to it should be &,f great value tothe institution's faculty, The analysis of the
effectiveness of programs and parts of programs may
be readily undertaken by the faculty having responsi-
bility for them.
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SUMMARY

This report discusses a management information
system for higher education decision making. The
organization and management of a college or university
may be characterized by numbers of relatively auto-
nomous organization units, many of which necessarily
maintain their own information systems. Most fre-
quently, these information systems, developed on the
basis of specific needs, do not readily interface with
ea :11 other. Top level management (trustees, presi-
dents, and their key personnel) are therefore unable
to readily relate the information maintained by one
organizational component to that of another, and they
are thusly denied comprehensive information upon which
to base important plans and decisions.

The purpose of this report is to prescribe, in
lay terms, the characteristics of a data system which
serves the needs of the operating organizations, and,
at the same time, provides for a comprehensive,
integrated data base for the development of management
information.

An inventory of the operating information
requirements of institutions of higher education was
undertaken early in this project. It was found that
a single college or university could be expected to
maintain identical information within many organization
units, and that this redundancy was frequently
"justified" on the basis of differences in work
schedules. In some cases, the redundancies were not
readily apparent, due to the use of different terms
and definitions for the same data, and to the use of
similar terms and definitions for different types of
data. The authors have found excellent source
materials setting forth terms and definitions of
universal utility to be available. This, combined
with the belief that a systems approach to information
storage and retrieval, minimizing schedule problems
makes the implementation of a "total" data system
feasible and, indeed, overdue.

The necessary characteristics of an effective
management information system are flexibility and
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responsiveness, combined with the capacities for growth
and projective and diagnostic output. This report
presents general operating concepts which provide for
the fullest possible integration and exploitation of
the data base, and which permit the orderly development
and growth of an operational data system. The funda-
mental design principles of the system are as follows:

1. The data base itself may be regarded as a set
of files, linked (directly nr'indirectly) by
natural data which are appropriate to two or
more files in the set.

2. The maintenance of the data base, be it
random changes to be made in.isolated cases
or wholesale updates, must be effected
through a general plan which provides for
the accessing of a minimum number of files
(according to specific schedules and proce-
dures).

3. The retrieval of information should, insofar
as it is possible, be effected through
routine, scheduled operations which are
based upon the consideration of the total
requirements of the institution.

4. The introduction of new data to the data base
should similarly be effected in an orderly,
scheduled manner, and it should be accom-
plished in such a way as to minimize changes
in existing operating procedures and pro-
grams.

5. Educational administrators and researchers
are regarded as the users of the data system
and, accordingly, they must be provided with
tools which will facilitate their under-
standing of the data base and the procedures
which are to be used in its exploitation.
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